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In recent years it has become increasingly apparent that if educa-
tors are to meet the educational needs of all students, they must pro-
vide educational services whenever and wherever they are required. In 
the states of New Mexico and Colorado there exists a rather unusual 
problem which is peculiar to the western parts of the United States. 
This problem is that of large land areas combined with contrasting 
small populations~ In order to adequately serve the educational needs 
of students ~n these sparsely populated areas, it appears that perhaps 
implementation of an alternative form of educational organization and 
presentation may best meet those needs. 
Need for Study 
The need for this study is clearly established in recent federal 
legislat;i.on. Iq the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 ( 14:) 
educators see provisions for evaluation of programs in many areas which 
affect rural communities and schools. Specifically, two of these 
provisions are for the establishment of a State Board for Vocational 
Education with the requirement that the state prepare a five year plan 
to indicate the educational needs of the people of that state, and 
projected plans to meet those needs. The second provision is for area 
vocational schools designed primarily to serve multi-district areas 
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whi~p could not otherwise afford an adequate system of vocational 
education. 
In the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (1.:3), edµcators find 
several sipecial provisions designed to deal more realistically with the 
problems peculiar to rural areas; 1;,pecificaUy, Title II, which provides 
for special programs to combat poverty in rural areas. As a result of 
several studies ~arried out by certain state boards of vocational edu-
cation to assist in formulating state plans, it was discovered that 
because of decreasing population, smaller student population, a lowered 
level of both personal and municipal income and the changing composi-
tion of today's work force, there was a need for increased educational 
opportunities for rural youth and adults. 
Current national goals for the 1970's, as stated by Minear (1), 
include expanded secondary enrollment and occupational orientation and 
experience for all in-school youth and expanded post-secondary occu~ 
pational education. Other goals delineated on the national le·vel 
include specific programs for disadvantaged persons to improve their 
relative standing in the society and an increased emphasis on meeting 
the needs of youth and industry. 
Because states and lo9al districts are limited as to the amount of 
funds that they may expend for education, they must insure that they 
get the maximum benefit from each dollar spent for education • 
• • , Most educatqrs, it seems, have much lei;;s difficulty 
accepting benefits or outcome measures as an indication 
of value than they do in accepting costs, Despite the edu-
catorsi' disdain ;for them, oosts are also of considerable 
importance, ?he on+y time an individual can safe+Y dis-
regard cost is when he finds himself in the happy situation 
of }laving un;t.imited resources ... -not only in terma of material 
goods and service~, but also in terms of time and energy. 
To be in a situation in which costs can be disregarded 
is certainly not the reality of today. 
The idea of cost-benefit analysis is deceptively simple. 
lt :require$ only that we identify the costs and bene:f;it.s 
assooiated with our alternatives. Once we a$certain the 
costs and benefi tSi of alternatives, we can easily select 
the alternative that yields the largest benefits for a 
given cost, or we can select the altern1:ttive which will 
y~eld the least cost for a given level of benefits (2). 
This study wa~ an attempt to determine the most efficient method of 
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spending the educational dollar in New Mexico and Colorado in providing 
needed vocational education to rural youth, 
The null hypothesis for this study, in regard to me~n gain in 
achievement, states that there is no difference in mean gain in achieve-
ment between students enrolled in mobile vocational electronic classroom 
units and those students enrolled in permanent vocational electronic 
classroom 'l,lnits. 
Statement of Problem 
How feasible, from the standpoint of both effectiveness and ef-
ficiency, is it to provide training in electronics to rural secondary 
school students through tile use of mobile vocational electronic 
classroom units in New Mexico and Colorado? 
Purpose 
1. The central purpose of the investigation is to assess and 
evaluate certain approaches toward providing more vocational 
electronic education training for students who are residing 
in remote areas of New ~xico and Colorado and are enrolled 
in secondary level of public school programs. 
2. A major purpose is to ascertain the cost of mobile vocational 
electronic el,assroom units aA';l qompared to permanent vocational 
electronic cla~sToom units in terms of (1) numbers of students 
served, (2) ~fficiency of operation of each and interfacing 
between cost i;Ulalysis and program effectiveness. 
3. Tq ascertain the degree of effectiveness of pre-test and 
post-test scores in terms of student performance in mobile 
vocational electronic classroom uqits as compared to tra-
ditional permanent vocational electroµic classroom units in 
New Mexico and ColoradQ. 
4. To ~scertain tAe relative degree of effectiveness of mobile 
vocational electronic classroom units within diff~rent 
ethnic groups. 
5. To establish pertinent guidelines for use in making program 
decisions and/or curriculum revisions in vocational electronic 
programs. 
1. Is there a difference in gain in achiev~ment between students 
enrolled in permanent vocational electronic classroom units 
and those enrolled in mobile vocational electronic classroom 
units? 
2, ls there a difference in mean gain in achievement between 
Anglo, Spanish American, and Indian students enrolled in 
vocational electronics? 
3. Is there a ditference in mean gain in achievement within 
specific etllnic groups between permanent vocational electronic 
classroom units and mobile vocational electronic classroom 
units? 
4. How do mobile and permanent vocational electronic classroom 
units compare in reg~rd to cost of stuQent served and cost 
per student for 175 hours of training? 
Definition of Terms 
Effectiveness: Producin9 or adapted to produce its proper result, 
In the case of this ~tudy, the ~roper resµlts is performance of each 
student at a pre-determined level on a validated test which is directed 
toward meeting the objective~ prescribed by the course, 
EffiGiency: The ratio of useful work or the effect produced to the 
energy expended in producing it. In the case of this study, the ratio 
of fµnd$ expended to the level o! effectiveness of the program funded 
stated in terms of an average dollar cost per student served. 
;Rur.al A:rea; That area described as open country pr $mall town up 
to and including towns of 2500 population, not situated within the 
suburbs of a coD1111unity of more than 2500. 
Remote Area: For the purposes of this study, and based on the 
aboye definition, a remqte area shall be defined as any area lying 
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more than fifty miles from a population center of at least 2500 persons. 
Mobile 1Jni t: For the purposes of this study, a mobile unit is 
defined as a commercially produced bus of either the sphool or 
Greyhound type whicp has been converted to serve as a laboratory and 
classroom facility for the purpose of teaching vocational electronics 
on the secondary level, 
~thn,io Group: Any of the basic divisions of mankind as dis~ 
tinguished by custom, l~guage, color, etc. ·For the purposes of thi~ 
study, the ethnic groups under consideration will be described as 
Anglo, Spanish American, or lndil!Ul, fhere were no identifiable blacks 
in the population ~tudies. 
Student: One ~ho is enrolled for study at a school, one who 
studies something. For t~e purposes of this study, the term student 
shall be defined as an individual enrolled in a vocational electronics 
pro~ram included in t~is study or a pre-vocatio~al program offered in 
the same program facility. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LIT~RATU.RE 
In order to approach the area of investigation for this study 1 it 
wa$ necessarr to review a rather extensive body of literature. For the 
', 
purpose of organization, this review is sub-divided into seven sections 
as follows: 
1. Introduction 
2. Problems of ~ural Education 
J. Federal Legislation and Rural Education 
4. Current Secondary Vocational Technical Education Trends 
and Needs in New Mex;ico and Colorado 
5. Cost of Vocational ~echnical Programs in Rural Areas 
6. Current Use of Mobile Vocational Electronic Units in 
New Mexico 
7, Current Vse of Mobile Vocational Electronic Units in Colorado 
8. Summary and ~esearcn Questions 
!ntroduction 
In order to approach the question of what can be done to provide 
more vocational educatiQn·training for students who are residing in 
~emote areas of New Mexico aJ1d Colorado and are enrolled in secondary 
level public school programs, it is necessary to gain a basic under-
standing of the problems of rural education, the financing of rural 
education, and the existing trends, needs and developments in the area 
of rural vocational education. 
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Problems of Rural Education 
••• Wherever a community school exists in the world it 
is devoted to the improvement of the quality of living 
of the people~ The curriculum of such a school reflects 
the problems of living of the people of the surrounding 
area. Studies of the needs of the people for better 
living are constantly being made, and educational pro-
grams for both the young and the mature adults are 
organized to bring increasing understanding of community 
problems and efforts to help in the solution of such 
problems ( J). 
The paragraph above is a simple statement of the mission of 
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public schools wherever they may exist. The rural school has problems 
which are peculiar to its location and situation. Unlike the urban 
school which is faced with a constantly growing student body and all 
thfi'l problems attendant to that p}lenomena, the rural schools are basi-
cally faced with the opposite situation. Tqere are several factors 
which should be taken into consideration in approaching the problems 
of rural education. First, the fact that there is a population ex-
plosion. America bas already passed the 200 million ma,rk and it is 
estimated that by 1975 the population will have reached 2JO million. 
In fact, our population is currently growing at the rate of 7,500 
person~ per day, This population growth contributes directly to the 
changing characteristics of our work force as the increase in popula-
'ti.on will require more goods, more services, and more skilled workmen, 
technicians and mid-management personnel, as well as scientists and 
engineers to provide those goods and services. 
A second factor influencing rural education is that, even though 
I 
the populatiQn as a whole is growing, the percentage of the population 
engaged in agricultural pursuits is qropping rapidly. Since 1940, the 
average putput of the American farmer has gone up approximately 150%; 
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in other words, one farmer can produce two and one half times the 
amou:qt of food and fiber h,e was able to produce in 1940. As a re$ult, 
people are on the move. A broad shift in population which began with 
the coming of The Industrial Revolution and continues at an ever in-
creasing pace, moving people from small towns and the farms to the 
cities. As a result, the population of the rural areas grows steadily 
smaller. And those tnat remain, then, have fewer ch:j..ldren; thus 
creating a situation in which the schools lose the essential student 
population necessary to provide a broad range of curricular offerings. 
This deprives the children that remain in rural areas of not only an 
adequate vocational education, but in many cases also an adequate 
·basic education • 
• • • The trend of population flow has been outward rather 
than inward. The population has been decreasing while the 
national trend is increasing. This has caused a reduction 
in the influx of new ideas and expectations •••• For some 
time to come, the students and adults of the region will 
not be fitted with vocational skills and educational back-
grounds. It is, therefore, a fact that the current worker 
and future worker will have difficulty competing with the 
great number of unskilled workers in Appalachia. The need, 
therefore, is for vocational orientation at an early stage 
and cooperation of industry and education in training its 
labor supply for more mechanized and automated types of 
industries. There is a need for career oriented programs, 
cooperatively developed by education, industry, and politi-
cal organizations to fit the needs of the youth of the 
region for a.self-satisfying and profitable life of ex-
htence ( 4:) • 
The above statement about Appalachia is applicable to the remote 
areas found in New Mexico and Colorado. 
A third factor affecting rural education is the change in the 
composition of the labor force. 
The rapid occupational changes the new technology is bringing to 
employment has been described. A summary is provided by 
Norman C, Harris of the Univ~rsity, of Michigan: 
Profession~! jobs, mal\:ing up six per cent of the labor 
force in 1930, will probably constitµte 12 per cent by 
1970. At the other extreme, unskilled, semi-skilled, 
anq service jobs, which together accounted for 56 per 
cent of the labor force in the 1930's, will by 1970 
decrease to only 26 per cent of the labor force. But 
the really significant changes in our labor force, and 
in society in general, have occurred at the level of 
the semi~professional and technical; the managerial, 
pusiness, and sales; and the highly skilled jobs. These 
jobs taken together, will account for over ,o per cent 
of the labor force by 1970. 
Manpower shortages in many of the middle-level occu-
pations are already acute, and will worsen. 'l'lle limits 
of this report do not permit a thoroughgoing analysis 
of supply and demand, but a brief description of tech-
nical occupations and a fuller examination of one of 
them~~science and engineering--is revealing (5). 
A fourth factor is the distribution of income in the United 
States, and the fact that rural communities have a constantly decreasl"" 
ing tax ba~e as a result of the out migration of many of her peopleG 
This problem is aggravated due to the fact that the majority of those 
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migrating from rural to urban areas are the young, leaving on the farm 
a constantly decreasing popµlation of increasing age and whose low 
average level of income makes it difficult to support adequate training 
program$ for the young people who remain (6). 
The proble~, tpen, that beset rural education include lack of 
funds, loss of ~tudent population and a change in curricular require-
ment~ if the youth are to be prepared for the job they will be required 
to fill~ 11'1;'!.e ques1:;ion then would be, ''What can be done to provide the 
type of education needed in a rural community at a cost the community 
c;ian afford'?" 
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Federal Legislation and Rural Education 
Taking as a starting point The Smith~Hughes Act of 1917, we find 
the establishment of Vocational Agriculture for secondary school stu-
dents. This was not the first instance of federal legislation which 
affected rural life and education, but it was the beginning of the 
modern continuous program which has been in existence since 1917 (7)~ 
In 1934, The George Elzey Act extended the provisions of The Smith-
Hughes, as did the George Dean Act of 1936 (8, 9)p These Acts, 
beginning with Smith~Hughes, also provided for Home Economics Education 
which was to teach the young women of America the necessary skills c\nd 
competencies to become good homemakers. In 1946, lhe George Barden 
Act ( 10) increased tremendously the amount of funds available for 
vocational edueation. Up to thi~ point, Trade and Industry, which had 
been in existence from the very inception of Smith ... Hughes, had been 
limited, for the most part, to large urban colJllllunities. With the 
George Barden Act and the increased money available, vocational offer-
ings in the areas of Trade and Industry Education and Distributive 
Education, as well as the already existing programs of Agriculture and 
Home Economics, began to appear in smaller communities .. With the 
tremen~ous acl.va.nces made ~n technology in all a:reas in r~cent years, 
including agriculture, the farmer has been able to live lon!;Jer and 
produce more, thus freeing many of the young people to leave the rural 
area~ and enter the scientific work force .. In order to do this, 
however, they require a good basic technical ecl.ucation on the secondary 
and post.seeondary level. In 1963, as a result of the report of the 
President's C~mmi~sion on Vocational Education, The Vo9ational Educa-
t~on Act of 1963, Public Law 88~210, was passed (11) .. This law 
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provided a tremendous amount of money for the e:x;pansion of vocational 
education •. One of its most important provisions affecting rural 
education was the establishment of the area vocational school program 
which, for the first time, enabled many area~ to provide a compre-
hensive vocational pre.-technica~ training program in r't!,ral communities 
and areas. 
In 196~~ The Economic Opportunity Act was passed with a major 
provision aimed at helping rural families inQrease income (12). Title 
III of this Act was comprised of special programs to combat poverty in 
rural areas. In 1965, The Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
doubled the previous amount of monies available for federal aid to 
public schools (lJ), Funds were provided for supplementary educational 
centers, for mater~als and seJ;"Vices and also direct to local districts. 
With the advent of Public Law 90 .... 57,, The Amendmentf qf 'l'he Vocational 
Education A.ct of 1963, we find a new thrust; a thrust towards serving 
people, not programs (14). Of particular importance to rural education 
was the requirement for the development of a comprehensive state plan 
in vocational education, the creati9n of residential vocational edu-
cational schools and research funds for curriculum development and 
innovation in vocational educatio~. As a result of these funds we see 
many exemplary programs being estabiished. Nowhere is this more true 
than in rural areas where local boatds, with the help and cooperation 
0:f state ag~ncies, are attemptinQ to li!Olve the-ir problems. This is 
laeing done not only by the developm~nt of area vocational schools and 
residential vocational schools, 'but also by thf:l f:lstablishment of 
e~emplary programs utilizing mobile units for the teaching of voca-
tional !'Ind technical curricular offerings to rural youth. The best 
technique in terms of effectiveness and efficiency has yet to be 
aetermined. 
c;::Qrrent Secondary Vocational Teclll:lic;:al- Education 
Trends an~ Needs in New Mexico and Colorado 
••• Secondary Vocational ~ducation in its present state 
does not appear adequate. There is considerable program 
dislocatio~ from a cost-effectiveness and distribution 
standpoint. 'Program depth, or lack thereof, raises serious 
questions concerning appropriateness and degree of pre-
paration of students 1 Facilities, though adequate, must be 
viewed in the context of pro;ram availability. Vocational 
guidance for the non-college bound is lacking. lt would 
appear, t~erefore, that the needs of the student who termi-
n~ted his education at the 12th year receive less than 
adequate guidance services (15). 
This statement regarding the current condition of vocational 
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education in New Mexico and Colorado points the way toward the current 
trends and needs of these states in regard to serving students who 
need vocational education, The following areas are under examination 
at the present time for the pµrpose of creating a J'ttaster Plan for 
Vocational Education: 
1. Present manpower problems in both states 
2. Market trends of 1;'uture industrial potential 
J. ~tate ref:;ourcei;i capable of attracting new industry 
~. Adequacy of existing facilities and programs 
5. Construction needs for new facilities 
6. Financing 
7. Exist;i.ng reports and studies 
8. Need for additional facilities (17) (18) 
Of pa:rticular concern to this study are questiph:numbers 4, 5, 6, 
and 8. It has been established in n,any studies that there is a 
constantly tncreasing requirement for technicians, skilled craftsmen, 
and service personnel who will be trained oelow the four year college 
level, ln fact, many of these will be trained on the secondary level. 
These studies resulted in The National Defense Education Act of 1958, 
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Title VIII (16), which provided for the training for technicians and 
skilled craftsmen on the post-secondary level and in The Vocational 
Education Act of 1963 (11), and the 1968 Amendments to Th.e Vocational 
Ed~cation Act of 1963 ( 14), whicn through some of their provisions 
established area vocational schools and increased total funding for the 
training of students in vocational areas as skilled craftsmen and 
service personnel on the secondary level. Some of the current trends 
for tne seventies include rising educational requirements for young 
workers, the development of adequate evaluation systems, the initiation 
of educational programs which will be capable of preparing an indi-
vidual to <;!Ope with the increasing mobility requirements of today's 
society, the development of an adequate, comprehensive guidance program 
and a thrust toward improving the quality and quantity of technical 
vocational edu,cation. In the 1969 edition of ! Master ~ .!2.£. the 
Development of Vocational Technical Education in New Mexico, the 
following statement is made: 
Economic growth in New Mexico ha~ not, thus far, kept pace 
with that of other states. In the face of not pa~ticularly 
optimistic economic indicators, New Mexico's educators and 
citizens ali~e have e)(;l)ressed their concern for and their 
willingness to support a comprehensive vocational education 
program (15). 
Current Use of Mobile Uni ts in New Mexico 
·Sparsely populat(;ld areas, such as rural New Mexico, contain many 
high schools with enrollments of less than 400. While such schools are 
committed to providing their students with the same broad educational 
opportunities as their urban cou.nterpa~ts, their staffs and facilities 
cannot support a range of course offerings equal to that available at 
larger schools. There are many reasons for this situation, but the 
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major ones inclupe the size of th~ school staff, the limitations of 
further consolidation of districts, limited revenue potential and tra-
ditional educational priorities. Continued expansion of the number of 
courses offered with a small staff eventually results in a reduction of 
the overall quality of the curriculum (19). 
Consolidation of $Chools or districts often increase the size of 
the student body, thus increasing the teaching staff, but this approach 
is limited because of the distance the students must be bussed. Fifty 
miles one way is a practical limit and this distance has been ap-
proached or exceeded in many New Mexico districts (27). 
Another factor affecting the rural schools is the high per-pupil 
costs of operating such schools. Rural scbools are not usually sup-
ported by t~e high tax base found in urban areas. Therefore, financing 
is scarce or unavailable for curricula containing more than the basic 
courses of instruction, which arl;l usually oriented toward the pre-
paration of college bound students. Vocational education is vitally 
needed in the rural areas to prepare the students who will not go on to 
college but will join the work force. However, there are few voca-. 
tional programs because the class sizes are so small that the expense. 
is unjustifiable and it is very hard to recruit qualified teachers 
(27). 
With a mobile classroom unit, more than one school district may 
be served. Districts desiring the program can cooperate to share 
operating and acquisition costs and thereby pool resources to in-
crease efficiency. There is only one outlay of funds to outfit the 
mobile unit, one salary for the teacher, and because of the combined 
enrollments which the mobile unit is capable of reaching, the cost 
is Justifi~ble (27). 
?he mobile classroom unit~ are very flexible; practically any 
program can be ttiken where it is needed and remain only as long as 
the need for it e;c:ists. At the present time there are three movable 
classroom ~nits serving the state of New Mexico. One is the mobile 
vocational electronic cla$sroom unit ,e:rvinQ the communities of 
Moriarty and Estancia, which are located in the northern part of the 
state (19). The other two units are mobile homes that have been 
converted to classrooms, One is an office education unit whic~ 
spends nine weeks at a school in the northern part o~ the state and 
then moves to another ~ite for the ne~t nine weeks. The other unit 
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is located in AlQu~uerque, New Mexico's largest city; and is designed 
primarily for orientation for c•reer education. It spends approxi-
mately ~ix we~ks at the different schools in the metropolitan dis-
trict. To datE!, no systematic evaluation has been ¢onducted on any of 
these units (l9)(20). 
CQrrent Use of ~obile Units in Colorado 
At the pre$ent time in the state of Colorado mobile vocational 
units are being utilized ~or two purposes. The first is to ascertain 
if they ~re 1 in fact, a reasonable method of providi~g vocational 
service~ to h~gh school students in remote areas in the state of 
Color~do, This ~ctivity i$ occasioned in Colorado PY the fact that 
approxi~at~ly ,o peT cent of th~ total popul~tion of the state of 
Colorado live in the Denver met~opolitan area. Most of the remainder 
of the 13tate' s pop-µlation live in five or sb: otller large ci tie$ c:UJ.d 
in s@all towns in the mountains and on the plains. Many of the 
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student~ have to ride a bus approximately JO to 35 miles, one way, to 
reach the schQol nearest their homes. These small communities have 
neither the financial resources nor the student population to offer 
permanent vocational programs in their schools. As a result, some 
method of providing an adequate vocational education for students in 
these communities must be found (22). 
At the present time there are two mobile units being used in 
Colorado • Qne is a mobile vo~l;!.tional welding unit which serves the 
two small communities of Kit Carson and Cheyenne Wells. The second is 
the mobile vocational electronics unit which serves the school dis-
tricts of Springfield and Walsh. As in New Mexico, no systematic 
evaluation has been cQnqucted on these units (22). 
lhe second area in which mobile units are being utilized in the 
state of' Colorado is :in the area of providing certain types of training 
to studepts in high population density areas due to the lack of 
permanent facilities at this time. This activity is also being carried 
out on a pilot basis Ciµ'ld il!'l O'l,lrrently under study by several groups. 
The future of this type of unit has not yet been decided in the state 
of Colorado (22). 
Cost of Vocational Technical Programs 
in Rural .A,re.s1.s 
Approaching the tasks of determining the cost of an educational 
program is a formidable undertaking. 1he reason, according to Peat 
(2~), is that as a general rule, no formal attempt is generally made 
i;.o relate ~lie cost of items to the l;"esults expected from the educa,.,. 
tional system~ Therefore, in most cases, the educator, the public, 
and the school administration ~11 too often have little or no data with 
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whic~ to assess the results of educational activity or plan for future 
expenditures. 
In a recent review and synthesis of research relating to ascer-
taining the cost of the physical plant utilized by the educational 
community compil~d by John Chumbley, a me~ber of The Oklahoma State 
Department of Vocational Education, Research Coordinating Unitt the 
following expenditures were listed as being cost that must be ascer-
tained if educators arE:l to find the true cost of a single program, 
a se:i;-ies of programs, or the operation of an entire school $ystem: 
Power and l;i.ghts 
Heat 
Water 
Insurance on buil(;lingi;; 
Depreciation of build;i.ngs 
Cl.l.i:;todian 
Physical plant 
For t1'e ·purposes of this stuay, it was decided to follow the general 
outline developed by Mr. Chumbley utilizing the records of the 
New Mexico State Department of Vocational Education and the Colorado 
State Oepartment of Vocational Edµcation~ The information derived 
from these sources will be used to develop a picture of the cost of 
vocational edueat:i,.on programs '<;>:f both mobile and permanent type 
structures in New Mexico and Colorado and partiqularly in rural 
New Mexico and Colorado, 
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Sµi:nmary 
In summary, it is noteq that there are special problems in rural 
education which must be ~olved if we are to provide an adequate 
education to rural students, These problems include lack of proper 
educational bac~ground, lack of local funds for the purpose of pro-
viding facilities and teachers and the lac~ of jobs for the graduate 
after school is fin:i,sJ}ed. There ha~ beep a long history of federal 
legislation dealing with rural education and th,ere is every indica-
t:Lon that the fede:ral g0vemment will not abandon the rural popµlat'ion 
at this time. Currently there ii!;! a great deal of activity in the 
field of education relating to the problem of defining the current 
trends and establishing the needed goals and objectives. For both 
the state of New Mexico and the state of Colorado there is much that 
must be done, and every effort is being made to develop adequate 
goals and methods of attaining those goals. 
Mobile units are currently being utilized in both states in an 
effort to provide services to rural and urban youth. These units are 
under test and the results of the evaluation of these pilot projects 
will do much to provide direction and impetus to the educational 
activities of each of tne states. The system utilized in this study 
to determine cost!! of the program studied has been ta.ken from studies 
conducted by other researchers who evaluated other types of programs 
and faci.li ties. 
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Research Questions 
l, Is there a difference in gain in achievement between students 
enrolled in pe~manent vocational electrqnic classroom units 
and those enrolled in mobile vocatipnal electronic classroom 
units? 
2. Is there a difference in mean gain in achievement between 
An;lo, Spani~h American, and Indian students enrolled in 
vocational electronics? 
3. Is there a difference in mean gain in achievement within 
specifi~ ethnic groups between permanent vocational electronic 
classroom units and mobile vocational electronic classroom 
unit? 
4. How do mobile and permanent vocational electronic classroom 
units cQmpare in ;r,egaro. to cost of student served and cost 




poi~t ot effeQtiveness, efficiency and eqst analysis, is it to provide 
tr~ining in elec~ronics to rural ~econdary school students through the 
The pqpulation for thia studr was comprised of students of the 
mobile voeational eleQtronic ol~ss:room units in Estancia and Moriarty, 
New Mexico, ~din Spri"gfield and Walsh, Colorado, and tbe permanent 
I 
; 
p9pul.at:r'on for the c;:o$t anal,ysh1 was the J\~si.stant State Director of 
Vocat~Ql'la.l Ed1,u)ation to:r New Me:x:ico, 'l;;he Stfil.te Di:rector of Trade and 




For the purposes of this study, student achievement was rated by 
meaniif of an elli!et:J;'on;i.,C!e te~t ipitial,ly developed and used 'by the l,Jnited 
Sta~es Air Foree. In ~ddition, t~is test is currently 'being utilized 
by tl;le Sandia Corporation .and 1:>y Eiducational Conisul tan ts Incorporated 
in New Mexico~ This test, wbi~h is entitled :Practieal Electronics 
Acqievement Sµrvey, wa~ obtained from Sargent~Welch Scientific Company, 
~kokie, Illinois, who has used the test since 1966, Permission to use 
the test was obtained from $argent .. Welch. Scientific Company. Educa .. 
tional program cost~ wePe ascertained utilizing tb, following formats 
for'th,e mobile un:i,ts and the permanli!nt E;1tructuree. 
<;:011rts fo:f' tbe rnobih vqca·Uonal eleet:ronios cla,e;sroom uni ts were 
developed in the tollowing ~anner: 
1, The aptual oost o{ the bus purchased by the district was 
utilized. ?bis figure was then dep~eciated over a period of 
fifteen years, whiGh i~ tAe depreoi~tion fi~ure recqmmended 
b.Y tbe viilriou4i! °Q\UI companies an¢! school 4istricts. Tll.i.s re-
~ul t~ in <i!.ll av~r~Qe rear~r depreciation figure which was 
utilized for the yeal:" \1-rtder st'l,tdy, 1971-7~, 
a.. 'l'he utility Q()st1:1 fo:r thf;l rnob:U~ unit1:1 wef'e provided from the 
records ~ept on the mooile units. 
)• Xhe qperation and rnainte~~~~e costs for the mobile units were 
d~rive.d tr9m re~ovds provided by the lqcal districts. ~hese 
tig~~~s iµclude all re.pairs l:l,l'ld replacement of expendable 
i te1ni;1-
4. ~nsurance costs we~e t(U(en from information provided by the 
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Cqsts fo;r the permanent vocational electronics classroom units 
were p.etermineq in the following manner: 
l~ Actual buil~;i.ng costs were obtained from school records and 
9ost f,;,:r the portion of the 'building utilize,;i ;for v,bational 
electrQnics wa~ de;rived. In Grants, New Mexico, 37.5 per cent 
of the total cost of the building ~as tal<;en since the voca~ 
tional electronic class qtilizes 3/8 of tbe b1.,1il<'lin9. This 
information was obtained from the Grants, New Mexico school. 
The cost of the Highland High School vocational electronics 
facility in Denver, Colorado, was taken from their records. 
The figures derived, this money value, was then depreciated 
over a thirty year per:i,od, which was the figure recommended 
by the various school districts and also the figure recom~ 
mended by the C0Ue9e of Eng;lnee:ri:i,ng, School of Mechan;i.cal 
and Aerospace Engineering, Oklahoma State University. This 
resulted in an average yearly depreciation figure which was 
then utilized for the ye~r under study, 1971~1972. 
Formula for the de~reci~tion of costs of facilities is: 
Depreciation co~t of racilities Valt,1,e of Buildings 
:Life' Expectancy of Buildings 
2~ Utility costs were dete;rmined by utilizin9 the following neat 
loss and electrical power requirement formulas. 
a. fhe fo~mula for ascertaining heat loss and amount of 
fuel required to ~eat or coql a building was taken from 
the book lilnvironmental &qineerinq by Burgess H. Jennings 
and is as follows: 
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Qd;:;: Qt 
t. - t 
;L O 
= total he?tt loss for a bu;i.l dir~9 or space, in Btu. 'per 
hour, when based on: 
t. ~ inside design temperature, in degrees Fahrenheitj 
;!, 
t ,;: outside ~esdgn temperature, :i.n degrees FahrE)nhei t; 
0 
Qd = heat loss pE;lr degree of temperature difference, in 
Btu per hour. 
the American Gas Association conducted e~tensive series 
<:>f tests and found that tne ful;!l con$umption in resiclences 
and publiQ buildings varies almost directly as the differ-
enqe between the outside temperature and 65° F. The 
difference between 65°F and the average outside tempera-
tµ~e is important as an inde~ of heating requirements 
and gives the ba~is for the degree-day for specifying the 
nominal winter heating load. A degree-day accrues for 
every degree the averag~ out~ide temperature is below 
65°F d1..ud.ng tb.e ~1*-hour period~ rn order to obtain Qt 
it was nece~~ary to find the heat loss of materials in 
itu per hour. The a~eas under investigation were walls, 
doors, ceilinijs, floors, and window~. Each of the above 
H'l'M X the area of eaqh 
'l'he cal.culation for the design temperature difference and 
b. The fq~mula used to derive the cost of electrical 
power wa.$1 
Watts X Time z Ki~owatt~hour 
1000 
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~il~watt-hour X cost per kilowatt~ actual cost 
The cost per kilowatt in Denver, Colorado was$ .018 
and in Grants, New Mexico, it was$ .0155. 
From the use of these formulas the total cost of utilities 
was derived. 
3. lnsurance ~os~~ were develope~ by utilizing the formula from 
the study of J~hn Chumbley of the Oklahoma State Department 
of VQcational ~dueation~ lhe formula is: 
Annual lnsuranee Cost of Facility= Average value of facility 
X 1 per cent. 
Average Value= Value of facilities 
? 
4. ~intenance and custodial costs were derived by utilizing the 
following formula which was taken from School Maintanance 
and Operation by J~seph ~~er. The total number of square -· 
feet in a building is determined by utilizing the school 
record~ for class~oom spaGe in the building plus one-half of 
~he covered ijpace in the building, i.e,, halls, restrooms, 
etc. This t~tal footage figure is divided by 15,000 and 
custodians assigned a~ required. Each custodian is capable 
of cleaning app~o~tmately 15,000 square feet. 1he average 
custqdian, acoo:rqing to the records, will draw from $1..94 
to $2.65 per hour with the avera9e wage being approximately 
$2,4-Q pe~ hour. The maintenance costs were based on actual 
sehool figures and prorated on th~ basis of space allocated 
to vocational electronics. 
Data Col.lection 
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Data !o~ this study was ooll.eoted by means of a pre~test using 
the Practical Electronics Achievement Survey given by the researcher 
on September i,3, 1971, in Moriarty and Estancia, New Mexico; on 
September 24, 1971., in Grants, New Me~ico; on September 28, 1971, in 
Denver, Colorado; and on September 29, 1971, in Springfield and Walsh, 
Colorado, The post~test was sent to the various ~chools and was 
adrnini$tere~ by tpe teachers on March 15, 1972. 
Tl'le pre ... test and post ... test were passed out to the students, along 
with an answer sheet. 'l'he students were instructed that they had two 
hours in which to complete the test, At the end of the two hour 
pe:rio~ the t,sts and answe~ sheets we~e collected and the answer 
sheE;1t1;1 were scored by compu:t;er, :naw scores were developed on the 
ba~is ot one point per question with a total pos$ible score of one 
h'l,Ulqred twenty for tbe test. Raw scores were utilized in all compu-
tations pertaining to mean Q~in in achievement. 
Statistical T~eatment 
for the purpo~e of thi~ study~ statistical treatments were 
restdqi,led to the uti.Uzatic;;m of ~aw sgores 1 means and the t test 
for determinin~ whether or not the two populations, mobile and 
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pennanent $trupture, were tbe same, Qr ~ifferent, in regard to gain in 
achievement. 




1. Null Hypotbesis (Ho)i ~ere is no difterence between the 
.. f 
:population 111eans of the permanent vocE!.tional electronics 
group an~ t~e mobile vocational electronics group on the 
~lectronies Survey Achievement Test in terms of the pre~ 
2, Alte:rnijtive ffypothes:i,$(Hl); 'l'he!f;"e i~ a di:f';f'erence in the 
population me•ns of the two groups on the Electronics $urvey 
Aehievement Te~t. Note that the alternative hypothesis i~ 
,, Signifio~n~e level; Far tbe ~rposes of this study, the .05 
~ent was dee~ed appropriate for testing differences between 
profjJrams ;1,n 1.erma of costf:il, no significant levellil Wf;!t'e needed 
CHAPTEll IV 
PRE)~flNTA'l'ION .AND J\NALYSlS OF DATA 
~e purpose of this p~apter is t9 present ~d i;l.llalyze the data 
gathered dµ:rin1;1 this st\ldy, The info:rmation will be organized in 
three sectiqns, Section numbe~ one will presel'l.t the compo~ition of 
the population by geographic \oeation, type of clas$room facility, 
and pl;),ysieal chAraqteristics of the facility, Section two will present 
basic data obtained in the fo;nn of responses to the research questions 
stated in Chapter r, Sectiqn tbree will summarize the ~ata presented 
in the obapteJ". 
The populatiQn for this study was located geographically in two 
states, New Mexico and Colorado, Figure 1, Appendix D, shows the 
Qeographic location of ~ach classroom facility utilized in the study 
an,d its type, '.Pa'bll!:1 :i: s'.Qows thfil diatributicm o:f studentei enrolled by 
ethnic Q~Qu~~ An~lo, $pani~h A~eriqa.n and Inpian. 
Figure 1 show~ three of the six programs are located in New 
Me~iQo as follows: 
l, Grants (penn~n~nt) 
2. E$ta.J.?.cia (mopile) 
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The three units lo~ate~ in Coloradq were; 
1. Highlands (p~rmanent) 
~. Springfield (mobile) 
3. Walsh {mobile) 
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In the ca$e of the mobile classroom units, the same mobile facility 
served both ~stancia and Moriarty on a daily basis while the second 
mobile unit served Sprin~tield and Walsh. The comparison of effective-
ness and efficiency was made, in essence, between four programs: two 
permanent and two mobile, with each of ~he mobile units serving two 
schools;. 
The physical characteristics of eacll of the facilities are pre-
sented in the appendi~. 
Resear¢h Question l t: 
11:;l there a. differenoe in gain in achievement between student,!;! 
enrolled in permanent vocational eleetronic classroom µnits and those 
enrolled in mobile vocatiapal electronic classroom units? 
E:ll'.amination qf th.e qata gathe,:,ed for this study indicated that 
there was a difte~ence in gain in acbievement between students enrolled 
in perm(lnent vocation~! electronic classroom units and students enrolled 
in mobile vocational classroom units. Table U sl'lows the difference 
in !actor~ for the pre~test, tpe post~test, a.rid th~ mean difterence in 















The pre~te~t mean ~~o~e aobiev~d by student~ enrolled in permanent 
vocational electronic classroom units, ae sh.own in TaQle Il, was 32.17 
whil~ the ~qore for st~dents enrolled in mobile vocational electronic 
classroom unit~ was J~.18, a- difference of 2.01 points in favor of the 
students enrolled in ma'bile w,.its. Post.test scores for the two groups 
showecl mean 1;11cores of J6.,l7 for st1,14en.ts enroqec:1 in permanent units 
and 40.75 for studentij ~n~olle~ in mobile units, a difference of 4,58 
points in favor of students enrolled in mobile units. The mean gain in 
achievement sco~es tor the two groups was 4.00 for ~el:'manent unit stu~ 
den.ts and !5.,94, for mo'bile unH st1.ident~, a difference of 1.94 poin,ts in 
favor of the mobile classroom unit students. 
Table llI shows the test values and signifi~ance levels for ~ach 
eet of ~cores. 
'J.'he t tesrt va.lu~s slwwn in Table ·Ill, togei;her with th.eir assd':.'.;' 
ciated sig"ificance levels, indicated there was a difterenoe in the two 
groups of 1;1tudents in. terms of all three categortes en.mined, 
1he Qull hypothsis set torth ey the t test stated th.ere was no 
dit'te:rence betwee~ the Q1'01"PS ei~mined, Attainmcimt of' a significAnt 
value indicated that at tqat level the group, we~e different and the 
~vll hypothesi1 was :rejected, For the purposes of this study, no 
rejec~ion levels we~e set, Pata treate~ a~d reijµlts obtained were 
simplf reported and the Feader may draw bis OWl'l ~onolusions as to the 
aigni!ican.ee of the value~ obtai~ed, 
On the p:i;-e .. test~ the pc;,ohd varial'lce value fort wa.a 1.58. This 
value reache4 statistie~i value at the .12 level which indicated that 
even though there was~ indicated difte~ence, it could h~ve occurred 





T -TEST VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE ARFAS ACHIEVED IN REGARD TO '8CORES 
ON PRE-TEST, POST....,'fEST, AND GAIN IN ACHIEv»fENT AREAS 
BETWEEN PERMANENT AND MOBILE UNITS 
Pooled Variance Method Separate Variance Method 
'f DR Significance T DF 
Level 
1.58 77 .12 1.69 67 
2.52 17 .01 2 .. 64 14 








The separate varia"ee t value for the pre-test ,~ores was l.69. 
This value reaeq,d signiticance at the .01 level. 
The pooled variance t value for t~e mean gain in achievement 
values ~s l.o and reached signifi~ance at the .3a level. The separate 
variance t value for the mean gain in achieve~ent values wa~ I.OJ and 
reached significance at the .31 level. 
In addition to total group score~ by program, the data was also 
examined to obtain a total gain in achievement scores tor each program 
locatiQn. l1l,es~ scores were repo~ted in table lV and the schools were 
rank ordered fro~ bi9best amount of mean gain in acbievem~t to lowest 
mean gain in achievement. 
Data presented indicat~d that, on the whole, tne gain in achieve~ 
ment by ~t~denta in mobile \.!.nits was higher than that of students in 
permanent w,its, The permanent 1.,U1.its l~oated at Gra!lts, New Ne~ico, 
placed third in rank orqer in regard to mean gain in achievement with 
a mean gain of 6.14, while two Qf the mobile programs, thpse at 
Estaneia and Mo:riat"ity, New Me:d~o, bad mean, gain li\lcPres of 11 .. 1 and 
12.8, respec::tively, The p~rma»'lten,t unit located at l'lighlands, Colorado, 
ranked ~ixth in o~der of~~~ gain ~n achievement, with ~ea!l gain of 
o~ly ,78, while the twQ !Qwest mpbile W1its 1 Springfield and Walsh, 
ColQ:rado, qad m~an gaiQ value~ of 2.ao and J,13, respeotively. 
TABLE IV 
MEAN GAIN IN ACHIEVEMENT BY SCHOOL 
School (type) Mean Gain in Achievement 
Estancia (mobile) 11.10 
~rants (permanent} 6.14 
Highlands (permanent) .7-8 
Moriarty (mobile) 12.ao 
Springfield (mobil.e) 2.80 










Researoq Question 2: 
ls there a difference in gain in achievement between Anglo, 
Spanish American, and Indian students enroiled in vocational e~ 
leetronics? 
This question was appr~aehed in two ways; First, was there a 
difference in gain in aehievem~nt between et):lni~ groups across all 
programs, and second, was there a difference in aGhievement between 
ethnic groups within individual programs. 
~~aminl;ltion of the data indicated that there did exist some 
difference in gain in achievement between ethnie grQups. ~able V 
$how~ the mean gain in achievement values ~Y ethnic groups in the 
state of New Mexico. 
Data cpnta.ined in thi~ table in¢iicates that there does exist 
some difference in gain in ael'lievement by etllnic groups. 'l'he Spanish 
Americliln students showea the higheat g1;tin witll a. mean g1;tin in 
achievement of 9.54 while the Indian students showed the lowest gain 
with a mean gain of J • .33. 
Colorado was not included in this particular section because 
there were no Indian students and only o~~ Spanish Ameri~an student 
enrolled in vo~ational electronic classrQom units included in the 
~tudy in the state of Colorado~ 
ln regard to the 1;1epond part Qt the que1:1tion, is the:,:,e a 
ditfer~~~e in acbievem$nt betwe~n ethnic group~ within individual 
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lnformation provided in t~~le VI indicates that there is a 
difference in mea.n gain in ach.iev~ment within the program by ethnic 
group. At E~t~eia tne mean gain for Spanish American students was 
u.67, vhile for Grants, tb~ meaq. gain for Spanish A,,n~r;ican student!$ 
was 6.8), -fQn .AnQlo ,tu4ents 6.62, and for Indian student$, 3.33. The 
other four schools we~e not $llown due to the $mall number, or lack of 
minority groqps, in the class~ 
ls there a differ~nce in mea.n gain in acbi~v$ment within specific 
groups ~etween permanet'\t vocati9nal electronic classroom units and 
mobile vo~ational ele~tronic classroom units? 
This question wa, also eJ@.mi~~d two ways, first by the dtfference 
in ~chievement with an ethnic group between mobile and pennanent 1,1t1its, 
and eeeond, by differen.ce in ac~ievement for all units by rank ordering 
the me;lJ'l gain in achievement values for all prot»"~.S within an ethnic 
group. Data a~ranged for th;is examination are shown in Table VlI. 
One other bit of information wa~ derived in reference to gain in 
achievem~nt within an etlulic gr.oup Qetween !~cation~. fable VlXI 
shows the difference in meam gain in achievement for Anglo students 
for tb~ two ~tates involved in the study, New ~exico and Golo~ado. 
Data presented in Table VIll inaieates a difference in gain in 
aohJ•vement of 6.36 points between progr~s offered in vocational 
electrQnic~ in Cplorado and New Mexico. 
TABIE VI 
MEAN GAIN IN ACHIEVEMENT BY E-THNIC GROUP AND PROGRAM 
School N Anglo N Indian -N 
Estancia 7 10.86 3 







MF.AN GAIN IN ACHIEVEMENT BY PROGRAM AND ETHNIC GROUPS 
An-glo Indian 
School RO Mean RO Mean 
Estancia 2 10.86 l J.J.3 
Grants 3 6_.62 
Highlands 6 .08 
Moriarty l 16~00 
Springfield 5 2.79 














MEAN -GA.IN IN ACHIEVEMENT BY ANGU> STUDENTS BY STATE 
State N Mean Gain 
Colorado 41 2.12 
New Mexico 21 8.q:8 
8" 
'*l 
How do mobile 8J1d permanent vocational electronie classroom units 
compar~ in regard tq cost of student served and qost per student for 
175 hours of training? 
Data gathered to deal wit~ this question ~eve~l~d that there were 
d;i,fferencea in co1Bt J)er $tu,dent per year tor the operation of tacili .... 
ties; however,~ initial glimpse of these statistics might possibly 
be misleading. Utilizing the four areas of building construction, or 
mobile vehicle purchase cost, maintent;tnce or facility utilities, and 
:,ervice and inf:iuranc:;:e~ the cost per st1;1dent was calculated for el;).ch of 
the four programs. Each of the two permanent programs served one 
student body; each of the mobile program$ ~erved two different student 
bodies located at t1'e different geographical 1:1ites. Gof:lt vldues for 
this study weP, calculated in the following manner~ 
1. Building construction or mobile vehicle purchase cost 
indi~at~d as ~acility cost an~ a cost per year tiQure, 
2. ~inten~npe q:f ;facilitr, that is janitorifl.J,. ~ervice and 
repairs listed in a ~o$t per y~~r fi~ure. 
J~ Utilitie~ ~ervices as deriveg from met~r readings and esti~ 
mated cost of se:rvioes in otner areas :provicleq PY the schoQl districts 
und~r stuc;ly arid ftn:' e~timated :l.nsurance cost as provided by thf;! 
districts" 
The$e four factors w~~e ealcul~ted for a one ye~v period for the 
school ye~r 1971 ... 1972. ln ter1t1s pf 'j':he CO$t per year for bµil din1;1 
depreciation or mobile cost, this was done ~n a straight line qe~ 
pre~iatiQn scale, Janitorial se;,;vices were prorated in terms of space 
served by the CQ$tPdian providing services. The mobile units had no 
cost for janitori~l services because thi~ was a part of the contracts 
of the respective teachers, Utili.tie~ were prorated on the basis of 
the use of the facility by the other tyP~s of instructional programs, 
and the time the {aeility was actually used by the vocational program. 
Insurance costs were prorated in terms of perc;ientaQe of the facility 
utilized by the program under study and the amount of time the facility 
was in u1;1e by the program. After initial figures were compi;t.ed, they 
were t~~n divided by th~ number of students in the program under study 
and an avera9e cost per student derived. Cost per $tudent for 175 
hours of traininQ was derived 1:)y dividing the number of hoµrs the 
students were in class into the cost figures of each program. These 
figures for the four programs were then compared to ascertain if there 
was l;ln appreciable difference in the cost per student between programs. 
Data presented in Table lX snow the cost figures for each of the 
:('ol,lr programl;!I a~ro.ss the four major areas of ;facility cost. Teacher 
salary,, equipment purc;hase, an(l equipment maintenance were not in-
cluded in this stl.ldy beoau$e all four programs utilized the same type 
of ele~tronic equipment, and the teacher's salary was a local variable 
which we wislled to exclude. 
ln referrin~ tQ fin~ings ~hown in Table VIII, it can be seen that 
;for a mobile unit which served New Mexico in two locations, Moriarty 
and E$tancil;l, with a total of 16 mobile vocational electronic classroom 
students, the four costs were: bui~ding costs, or bus purchase price, 
$460.93., Gas, oil and :i;-ep(:li:ra were $47.3.20, ut:i,lities were $1~9.48 
and insl.lrance was $25 .. 00. Thi~ results in a total cost of $1088.,61 fo~ 
the operaUon of the facili.ty for the school rear 1971 - 1972. 
TABLE IX 
COST FIGURES BY PROGRAM TYPES FOR CONSTRUCTION OOST-, MAINTENANCE, 
UTILITIES, AND INSURANCE COS'!' PER STUDENT SER\IEO A1ID COST 
PER STUDENT FOR 175 HOURS OF TRA.INING 
Colorado .New Mexico 
Type Cost Pennanent Mobil~ Permanent 
--
Building or 
Pur.chase Cost $1050'"'00 $ 626.00 :$ 900.00 
Maintenance Cost 575.00 7.35.2S 450.00 
Utilities Cost 327 ... 6"8 165.00 203.92 
Insurance Cost 157.50 221.00 135.00 
Cost per Mile f-0r 
Mobile Unit .23 
No. 0£ Students Served 52 31 34 
Cost Per Student Serv.ed 40.58 56.:36 49.67 
Cost Per Student for 175 













'l'l:lis facility se:rved a total ot ,3,3 vocational a.n,d nc:m-.vocational 
electronic studept~, resul ti!lg in a cost per :;1tudent for facilities 
operation of $32.98, The total eost pe;r student for l,.75 hou:rs of t:rain-
ing was $22.68, '!'he pe:r,nan,ent unit iq New Me~ico, located at Grants, 
showed in t~ose same four areas a buildin~ con~truc;tion cost on a 
yearly t,as;i.$ of $900,00, a, cm!itod;i.al and maintenance c;o1=1t of $l.1-.50.oo, 
a utilities c;ost of $20J,92, and an insurance cost of $135,00, for a 
tot(:ll of 1U688.92 fol:' the school year of 1971-:i972. This facility 
served 34 vocatic;>nftl And non ... voc,it;Lonal students for a tpta,l st-udent 
cosi; of $49.67 per $tqq.ent ~erved,. '!';tie total cost per, ijtudent for 
175 hours of training wa~ $30.7l. For tbe two units located in 
Co!Qrado, the following costs wete ascertained as shown in Table IX, 
For the mobile unit, which served Springfield and Wal sh, the four 
categoriea showed the bu~ cost on a year~y bash of $626.00. Gas, oil 
and rep~ira were $7.35,.sa, 'l,rtilitie;s were $165.00 and insurance was 
$2g1.oo, for a total yearly CO$t of operation of $1747.28. This 
facility se~ed Jl students for a total per student cost of $56.36~ 
The total co~t per stud~nt for 175 hours of training was $28~18. The 
permanent unit located at tti9h~ands ijigh School in Denver, Colorado, 
showed tll,e :following cost; $10,50.QO for faqilities, that is, building 
con~tl"Uction, custodial ~ervice~ ~d maintenan~e was $575.00, utili-
tie~ we~e $327,68 and $157.50 for insurance, for a total cost of 
$2110.18. Thi~ facility se;i;,v~d 52 vocational and non-vocational 
students for a per student cost of $40.58. Co$t per student tor 
175 h~urs of training was $25.12. 
fhe mobile W'.l~t in Estancia af!.d Moriarty, New Mexico indicated 
the lowe~t cost per student seryed in comparison tq the permanent 
structures of each state, even though the mobile unit traveled to 
smaller units of studentse As noted above, the mobile unit carried 
the same program material and equipment as the permanent units, thus 
indicating no variance in cost for this portion of the programo It 
must also be noted that the mobile unit that serves Springfield and 
Walsh, Colorado, had the highest per student coste 
.Summary 
In summary, given the research questions and the data gatbered 
the following information is indicated. 
In regard to Question 1, is there a difference in gain in achieve-
ment between students enrolled in permanent vocational electronic 
classroom units and those enrolled in mobile vocational electronic 
classroom units, the data would suggest that achievement of students 
in the mobile vocational electronic classroom unit is not only 
comparable, but on a ~ean average, actual rates are a little higher, 
2~64 higher on the pre-test and 4 .. 58 on the post-testo .The mean gain 
in achievement scores for the two groups was~4eOO for the permanent 
vocational classroom unit students and 5.94 for the mobile vocational 
classroom unit students, a difference of 0.94 points in favor of the 
mobile vocational electronic classroom studentse 
In regard to Question 2 7 is there a difference in mean gain in 
achievement between Anglo, Spanish American, and Indian students 
enrolled in vocational electronics, data gathered indicated that from 
the time of the pre-test to the post-test, the ethnic groups did show 
a difference in achievement® Considering the total population 9 the 
Spanish American students mean gain in achievement was 9e54 9 while the 
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Indian students showed the lowest mean gain at J.33e The mean gain 
for the Anglo student was 8.48. The answer to Research Question 2 
indicated that there was some difference in gain in achievement be-
tween the ethnic groups; however, because of the extremely small number 
of students involved, no real implications can be drawn from this in as 
much as Spanish American and Anglo students show no appreciable 
difference in gain of achievement, and the gain in achievement by the 
Indian group was biased due to the fact that there were only three 
students involved in the group$ 
In regard to Research Question 3, is there a difference in mean 
gain in achievement within specific ethnic groups between permanent 
vocational electronic classroom units and mobile vocational electronic 
classroom units, it appeared that there was a difference in mean gain 
in achievement within an ethnic group between prpgram locations. Data 
collected in this area showed that the highest gain by group for Anglo 
and Spanish American students was recorded at Moriarty 1 with a high 
score gain of 16 for Anglos and 12 for Spanish American students. 
Estancia closely followed Moriarty with an average gain of 10.06 for 
Anglos and 11.67 for Spanish American students. The low gain for both 
groups was recorded at Highlands High School, Denver, Colorado, with an 
average mean gain of only c78 for Anglo students and 2.0 for Spanish 
American students. 
ln reference to Research Question 4, how do mobile and permanent 
vocational electronic classroom units compare in regard to cost of 
student served and cost per student for 175 hours of training 1 the data 
collected indicated that there was a difference in the cost per student 
as the programs are currently operatede The mobile unit at Estancia 
and Moriarty, .New Mexico, showed lowest cost per student served of 
$32e98, and cost per student for 175 hours of training as $22.68. 
The mobile unit at Springfield and Walsh, Colorado 9 showed the highest 
cost per student served of $56.36, but showed the cost per student 
for 175 hours of training as $28.18, which was lower than the permanent 
facility in Grants, New Mexico. The permanent facility in Denver 9 
Colorado, was second in cost per student served, $40.58 and also 
was second in cost per student for 175 hours of training, with a 
cost of $25.12. 1lle permanent facility in Grants 9 New Mexico 9 ranked 
third in cost per student served with a cost of $49~67 but ranked 
the lowest in cost per student for 175 hours of training with a cost 
of $30.7le 
Summarized findings as presented in Table X reveal that types of 
programs in the two states in terms of low cost·per student served 
show as follows~ (1) New Mexico mobile unit with a cost of $32.98, 
(2) Colorado permanent facility with a cost of $40.58, (3) New Mexico 
permanent facility with a cost of $49067, and (4) Colorado mobile unit 
with a cost of $56.36. Rank order in terms of low cost per student 
for 175 hours of training shows~ (1) New Mexico mobile unit with a 
cost of $22.68, (2) Colorado permanent unit with a cost of $25012 9 
(3) Colorado mobile unit with a cost of $28.18, and (4) New Mexico 
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FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter will be presented in four sections: first, a summary 
of the findings developed during this study; second, the conclusions 
based on those findings; third, the recommendations developed from 
the conclusions; and fourth, recommendations for further study. The 
initial problem which prompted this study was the question of how 
feasible from the standpoint of both effectiveness and efficiency was 
it to provide training in electronics to rural secondary school stu-
dents through the use of mobile vocational electronic classroom units 
in New Mexico and Colorado. In order to attack this properly it was 
necessary to collect data in terms of student gain in achievement 
in each of the two types of facilities and in terms of the cost per 
student served in each of the two types of facilities, mobile and 
permanent. The data gathered indicated that there was no appreciable 
difference in gain in achievement between mobile and permanent voca-
tional electronic classroom units for any of the three ethnic groups 
studied. The mean gain,derived from students in mobile units was 
1.9~ points higher than that for students enrolled in permanent units; 
however, an examination of this gain by use of the t test indicated 
that there was no statistical difference in the mean gain of achieve-
ment between the two groups. Research Question 2 asked if there was 
a difference in mean gain in achievement between ethnic groups enrolled 
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in vocational electronics. Data derived showed there was some dif-
ference in the gain between ethnic groups: however, due to the small 
number of stud~nts involved in the sample, it would be difficult, if 
not dangerous, to attempt to enlarge on this data and indicate that it 
had any real significance. This is due in part to the fact the Indian 
population of the sample consisted of only three persons 9 one of whom 
showed no gain, one who showed two points in gain, and the third who 
showed an eight point gain. The sample size for the Spanish American 
group was 13, and the sample size for the Anglo group was 21, The 
mean difference in gain in achievement between Spanish American 
and Anglo students was 1.06, with the Spanish American ranking the 
higher. The t test indicated there was no significant difference 
between the gain in achievement between these two groups. In reference 
to the question as to whether or not there was a difference in gain 
within an ethnic group between programs, examination of the data 
indicated that there was a difference in achievement within an ethnic 
group between programs; however, due to the extremely small sample 
sizes, this data cannot be applied to the general population~ 
In regard to the question of the efficiency of mobile and per-
manent vocational electronic classroom units, data collected indicated 
that the mobile unit as presently utilized in Estancia and Moriarty, 
New Mexico, showeo. the lower cost per student trained than did the 
permanent units. This unit showed a cost per student served of $32.98, 
while the mobile unit in Colorado was the highest with a cost per 
student served of $5!5~36. The permanent unit located at Grants 9 
New Mexico, showed a cost per student sery-ea of $49.67, \Jhile the 
permanent unit located at Highland High School, Denver 1 Colorado, was 
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the lower of the two permanent facilities and the mobile facility in 
Colorado, with a cost per student served of $40.58; however, in order 
to provide permanent facilities at those areas served by the mobile 
units, we would increase the cost per student served for Moriarty 
and Estancia to over $100.00 per student served and the cost per 
student served in Colorado at Walsh and Springfield to over $135.00 
per student served. 
Conclusions 
Based upon data collected during this study, the following con-
clusions were reached: first, that the utilization of mobile voca-
tional electronic classroom units is a feasible alternative to the 
construction of permanent vociational facilities in rural areas in 
New Mexico and Colorado. Second, that in the light of the declining 
rural population and the shrinking tax base for the support of local 
permanent structures, the mobile unit provides the most feasible 
and effective means by which to reach isolated student population witn 
quality educational programs~ Third, there is no appreciable differ-
ence, that is to say statistically significant difference, in gain in 
achievement between the two types of vocational facilities, mobile and 
permanent. Fourth, while there is exhibited a wide spread of difference 
in cost per student between mobile units and permanent structures, to 
duplicate the services provided by the mobile units by the construction 
of permanent units in these remote areas would result in a cost of 
more than two to one above the cost currently experienced by utilizing 
mobile units. Fifth, that the equipment and curriculum of the mobile 
unit in the schools researched were identical and therefore the mobile 
unit could bring to the isolated student the same standard of edu-
cational resources as tb,e permanent structt.i,re. 
Recommendations 
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It is recommended that state vocational education staff and staff 
members of local public school systems desiring to offer vocational 
education to remote areas consider the utilization of mobile units as 
an alternative to the construction of permanent facilities or to 
distant busing of students. Second, it is further recommended that 
consideration be given by the same groups to the utilization of mobile 
vocational units to provide educational services to disadvantaged 
students whether this be because of geographical isolation or the lack 
of adequate facilities. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
It is recommended that additional studies of this type be con-
ducted on a continuing basis in order to establish longitudinal data 
which would provide a more effective and more accurate instrument for 
making decisions regarding the provision of vocational education 
programs to remote areas~ 
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SARGENT-WELCH 
SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 7300 NORTH LINDER AVENUE • SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 50076 
CABLE: SARWELSCI 
AREA CODE 312 , CHIC .. GO 267-5300 SK(Jec ,E t, ,oOC. 
June 27, 1972 
Mr. R. Zimpel 
1000 N. Perkins Road 
Apt.H 204 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Zimpel, 
This is to inform you that you have our permission to 
use our survey test on Practical Electronics. 
I hope that it is helpful in your work and if we can 
be of any further assistance, please let us know. 
MS:ms 
d;;c,ve~# 
(Mis~Mary Ann Shafer 
Tut~!Q{;~stems Division 
Order Controller 
SERVING SCIENCE. AND EDUCATION SI\ICE 1852 TWX: 91 0 223-4541 • TELEX: 72-4442 
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Mr. Richard Zimpel 
1000 N. Perkins Road 
Apt. H-204 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Zimpel: 
Sandia Laboratories 
Sandia Corporation 
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87115 
June 30, 1972 
We are currently using the "Practical Electronics Achievement Survey" 
in conjunction with our mathematics program which utilizes the Auto-
tutor programming equipment. We believe this instrwnent is measuring 
mastery of course content. 





Engineering en.d Science 
Education Division 3134 
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PREFACE fO ~ATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT 
The procurement of student population in the vocational elec-
tronic classroom uni.ts was accomplished by first contacting Mr. Wade 
}:redrickson, Assistant State Dir'ector of Vocational Education .. for 
New Mexico, Sc!.nta Fe, New Mexico, and Mr. Lee Palmer, State Director 
· of Tr&de and J;ndustry for Colorado, Denver, Colorado. The contacts 
were made by telephone for the purpose of enlisting their direction 
and support for this thesis. The date of the contacts was August, 
1971. Upon recommendation of the Directors, contacts were made with 
the following teacher's by telephone; Mr. Allen Woods, Moriarty and 
Estancia,. New Me:x:i,co, Mr~ Larry Ropinette, Grants, New Mexico, 
Mr. Frank Bettis~ Springfield and Walsh, Colorado, and Mr. Bill 
Walter, Denver, Colorado. 
Seheclules were arrange<;l fop the administration of the pre-test 
to pe administerecl by the researcher in conjunction with the teacher 
of each unit according to the following time table: 
September 23, 1971 
September 24, 1971 
September ~6 0 1971 
September 29 1 1971 
Moriarty and Estancia, New Mexico 
Grants, New Mexico 
Denver, Coloraclo 
Springfield and Walsh, Colorado 
The post-test was administered so that an interval of five and 
one-half months elapsed between the pre-test and post-tests. Ar-
rangements to administer the post-test required contacting the 
teachers of each vocational electronic classroom unit by telephone, 
With the consent of each teacher, the post-test was administered 
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for all units on March 15, 1972. The test was administered by the 
teacher o;f each unit according to tbe instructions of the researcher8 
The post-test was mailed to the teachers of each unit ten days in 
advance of the test to permit the teacher to have an opportunity to 
familiarize himself with the test and its instructions, but not with 
sufficient time for the teachers to teach to the test. Completed 
tests were mailed by the teachers direct to the researcher for scoring 
and evaluation. Test scoring and results were programmed for the 
computer by the Oklahoma State .ijniversity Programmer and provided the 
research data used in this thesis. 
1. Which of the following statements is true? 
a. All materials offer some res1stance to current. 
b. An insulating material is one through which a current cannot 
be made to flow. 
c. Electrons move through a good conductor with the speed of light. 
d. Free electrons in a conductor are those which are not attracted 
to the nucleus or any atoms. 
2. How many coulombs or electrons flow past a point in a circuit in 0. 5 
second when the current is two amperes? 
a. 6. 28 x 1018 
b. One 
. 9 
c. 3. 14 x 10 ,,, .. 
d. Ten 
e. Two 
3. Two charged pith balls are located 5 cm apart. The c·harge on one ball 
is 20 unit charges and on the other is 16 unit charges. What is the force 
between the balls? 
a. 64 dynes 
b. 12. 8 dynes 
c. 0.18 dynes 
d. 1. 44 dynes 
4. When two metal balls having·unequal but similar charges are connected 
with a conducting path, such as a length of copper wire, which of the fol-
lowing will happen? 
a. ,Both balls will become e.qually but oppositely charged. 
b. The net charge will be distributed over the two balls and the 
wire uniformly. 
c. The two balls and the wire will become electrically neutral. 
d. The two balls will become equally and similarly charged and 
the wire will remafo electrically neutral. 
5. If a 1. 8-kilovolt difference in potential is applied across a 3-megohm 
resistor, what will be the value of the current through the resistor? 
a. 172. 5 microamperes 
b. . 6 milliampere 
c. 5. 4 milliamperes 
d. 5. 4 megamperes 
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u. Four l'. 5-volt dry cells can be connected in many different ways, including 
the four different combinations shown below. How many of these 
combinations will produce an output of 3 volts? 
CD $ ~ Ev 
© Eb Eb Eb 
$ ED ~- Ev :· 
CD Ct) Ci) Ci) : 
a. Two 
b. Three 
c. All of them 
d. None of them 
7. Six 1. 5-volt cells are connected in parallel to a 9-ohin load resistance. 
What will be the current through· the. resistor? 
a. 6 amp 
b. 1 amp 
c. 1!17 ma 
d. 13. 5 amp 
8. When the color of the fourth stripe or dot on a resistor is gold, what does 
this mean? 
a. The tolerance of the resistance value is plus or minus 5%. 
b. The tolerance of the resistance value is plus or minus 10%. 
c. Multiply the first two figures by . 01 to· get the resistance value. 
d. Multiply the first two figures by . 1 to get th.e resistance value. 




a. 2. 1 ohms '!: 20% 
b. 21 Qhms '!: 10% 
c. 10 ohms '!: 5% 
d. 1 ohm'!: 20% 
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10. A circuit consists of three resistors and a battery. However, each of 
these units is enclosed in a box so that the location of each is unknown 
in the circuit diagram below. Voltmeter readings were taken at points 
A, B, and C with respect to ground, with the res_ults shown. Which 
unit is the battery and what is its voltage? 











Unit I, 28 volts 
Unit 1, 56 volts 
Unit 2, 28 volts 
Unit 2, 56 volts 
Unit 4, 19 volts 
Unit 4, 47 volts 
a. 377 ma 
b. 25. 7 ma 
c. 22.5ma 
d. 20 ma 
12 In the circuit as shown below, what will the voltmeter read and what will 
the ammeter read? 
10on a. 50 volts, 1. 5 ampe1 
b. 50 volts, 0. 75 ampf 
son c. 75 volts, 1. 5 ampe1 
d. 75 volts, 0. 75 a.mpe 
son 
13. There are four terminals, lrJ:ieled A, B, C, and D, shown on the series 










14. If three resistors are connected in parallel across a source of steady d-c 
voltage, they consume a certain amount of power. When one of the 
resistors is removed from the circuit, what happens to the power 
consumption,- that is, the amount of power that the voltage source 
supplies to the circuit "? 
a. Power consumption increases. 
b. Power consumption decreases. 
c. Power consumption does. not change. 
d. Power consumption changes but whether it increases 
or decreases depends or. the value of the resistor removed 
in relation to the values of the other resistors. 
15. All resistors in the circuH shown here are of the same value, but this 
resistance value is unknown. The battery voltage is also unknown. If 
a voltmeter and ammeter were connected as shown, how would you use 
the meter readings to find I.he power consumption in the circuit? (As-
sume that the voltmeter draws no current.) 
a. Multiply the voltmeter reading by the ammeter reading. 
b .. Multiply the volt meter reading by the ammeter reading and 
then divide thP answer by tpree. 
c. Multiply the voltn~eter readjng by three and then multiply 
'' 
the resulting product by thf 'ammeter reading. 
d. The power consumption carnot be determined from these 
two meter readings. 
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16. In the portion of a circ;uit shown below, the currents in five of the seven 




a. 13 = 0 amp; •s : 9 amp 
b. 13 = 3 amp; 15 = 9 amp 
c. 13 = 6 amp; •s = 3 amp 
d. 13 ;: 9 amp; 1s = 9 amp 
17. What is the range of power dissipation that can be obtained in this circuit? 
a. 24 to 48 watts 
b. 48 to 96 watts 
240v - 1oon c. 288 to 576 watts 
d. 288 to 1152 watts . 
100.n 576 to 1152 watts e. 
18. What range of voltage will be measured by the voltmeter in this circuit? 
45 .Cl . a. Oto 60 volts 
b'. Oto 85 volts 
120v 600. 15 to 85 volts c. 
15 n d. 15 to 105 volts 
19. Find the total current in this circuit: 
a. It = 286 ma 
b. It = 0. 5 ma 
c. It = 625 ma 
d. \ = O. 8 ma 
50Jl 50 fl. ·son 
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a. P 4 = 9 watts 
b. P 4 .; 25 watts 
c. P 4 = 6. 25 watts 
d. P4 = 50 watts 
21. With the Wheatstone ·Bridge shown here, the meter indicates that electron 
current is. flowing h om B to A for the initial setting of the variable resistor 
(Rv). In which direction should the contact of the variable resistor be 
moved to determine the value of the unknown resistor? 
B 
A 
,__,_ __ --I I I 1 ..... + __ __.. 
a.· Toward C 
b. ·roward A 
c. Neither; moving the contact 
of Rv will not affect the 
resistance ratios. 
22. Some ferromagnetic materials remain strongly magnetized after an 
external magnetizing force is removed. These materials are said to have -
a. high permeability 
b. high retentivity 
c. low permeability 
d. high flux density 
23. Below are four lists of properties UE!e.d to describe magnetic phenomena. 
. . ' 
Choose the list in which each properf~ is· matched with the unit in which 
that property is measured. 







c. magnetic strength - unit polrs 











- unit poles 
d. magnetic strength - unit poles 






24. There is a relationship between flux density, B, the field intensity, H, 
and the permeability of a substance, µ. Which of these expressions 
properly expresses this relationship? 
a. H = µB 
b. B = H/µ 
C, µ = B/H 
d. All are correct. 
25. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. Magnetic poles always exist in pairs - for each S pole there is an 
associate'd N pole. 
b. The permeability of iron is much greater than the permeability 
of air. 
c. The strength of a magnet is expressed in terms of its flux density 
d. A compass needle in the magnetic field induced by a current in a 
conductor will point toward the conductor. 




a. At end A 
b. At end B 
c. Since the voltage of the sourc!! is constant, there is no 
magnetic field and therefore no N pole associated with 
the coil. 
d. The field around a coil is circular, and you cannot as-
sociate it with a N pole or a S pole. 
27. Which of these statements is correct? 
a. Hysteresis loss is lowest for a material having a low 
permeability. 
b. Hysteresis loss is lowest for a material having a low 
retentivity. 
c. Hysteresis loss is lowest for a material having a high 
permeability. 
d. Hysteresis loss is lowest for a material having a high 
retentivity. 
e. Hysteresis loss is not related to retentivity or permeability. 
28. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. A change of current in an electrical circuit is always ac-
companied by a change in the magnetic field surrounding that 
circuit. 
b. Two parallel conductors carrying current in opposite 
directions attract each other. 
c. A self-induced emf will oppose any change in the direction 
of current flow. 
d. Inductive reactance ls measured in ohms. 
· 29. The following statements relate to a-c circuits in which current and 
voltage ~ave shapes are sinusoidal (sine-wave shaped). Which statement 
ls false? 
. .a •.. The average-power dissipated is one-·half of the maximum 
instantaneous power in a resistive circuit. 
b. The peak instantaneous value of current is equal to 0. 707 
limes the effective current. 
c. A single-loop, 4-pole a-c generator produces two cycles of 
alternating voltage in each revolution. 
d; · Th~ period of a 60-cycle wave is 6~ of a second. 
30. What is the effective value of the a-c current needed to produce the same 
heating effect as a 100-ampere d-c current produces? 
a. 70. 7 amperes 
. b. 100 amperes 
c. 141. 4 amperes 
d. None of thQse stated above 
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31. A sine-curve alternating voltage having an effective value of 353. 5 volts 
appears at the terminals of an a-c generator. What is the maximum 
instantaneous value of the voltage? 
a. 176 volts 
b. 706 volts 
c. 250 volts 
d. 500 volts 
e. 469 volts 
32. An alt~rnator with 8 pairs of poles is to be used to generate 400-cycle 
alternating current. How fast should it be rotated? (A pair of poles 
is one N pole and one S pole.) 
a. 3000 revolutions per minute 
b. 3200 revolutions per minute 
c. 1500 revolutions per minute 
d. 2400 revolutions per minute 
e. 1000 revolutions per minute 
33. What will be the inductive reactance orrered by a 5-microhenry inductance 
when the frequency of the applied voltage is 1 megacycle? 
a. 62. 8 ohms 
b. 314 ohn1s 
c. 157 ohms 
d. 31. 4 ohms 
e. 100 ohms 
34. The field t•oils of d-c generators can be -wound in several ways. Which 
type of field winding permits the generator's output voltage to remain 
practically consta1~t over a wide range of load currents? 
a. Series 
b. Shunt 
c. Cumulatively compound 
d. Differentially compound 
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35. For the circuit shown below, the resistance of the coil is ap1>reciable, 
so it is represented on the diagram as a separaie resisto1·. Which 
statement below describes the> phase relationship or the applied a-c 
voltage and the, current for this circuit? 
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a. Current latts voltage by 90°. 
36. Which one of these statements is false? 
b. Current leads voltage by 90°. 
c. Voltage lags current by more 
than 90° but less than 180°. 
d. Voltage leads current by less 
than 90~. 
a. A Pl!l'C incluctanee w,,ulcl consume no power. 
b. The inductance of a ('Oil docs not vary with frequency. 
c. When a coil is carrying a steady direct current, the in-
ductive reactance ·cf the coil is zero ohms. 
d. Power losses at radio frequencies are greater with an air-core 
cc,il thau wit iJ an_iron-core coil. 
37. Which of these statements is false? 
a; The breakdown voltage of a capacitor is the voltage at 
which electrons begin to flow through the dielectric. 
b .. The time required for a capacitor to discharge depends 
on the resistance of the circuit through which it discharges. 
c. As frequency increases, capacitive reactance decreases. 
d. A capacitor offers no opposition to direct current. 
38. In the transformer shown below, what is the turns ratio (primary-to-
seconda:ry) if the tap at Point A is at the center of the secondary coil? 
Nl 1 
Secondar a. N2 = 3 
D Nl b. 2 llOv A N2 =3 a-c 165v Nl 3 a-c c. 
N2 = 2 
c;, Nl 1 .N2 = 2 
39. Three capacitors are connected in parallel; their values are O. 05µf, 
O. 25 µf, and 1. O µ.f .. What is the total capacitance Qf the three capacitors 
in parallel? 
a. 1.3µ.f 
b. o. 77 µ.f 
c. o. 04 µ.f 
d .. 0. 096 µf 




ct= I I 
G' lc2 1 C3 Cl+ C4 + c + C3 ,v cl 2 1 b. c = 1 C4 T ' t 1 I 1 . I -+ . +c cl Cz _+ C3 4 
41. The internal impedance of a power source that is driving the Pl,"imary of 
a transformer is 12, 500 ohms. The secondary of the transformer is 
conne~ted to a 2();.ohm load. What turns ratio should the transformer 
have to match the impedance of the load with that of the power source? 
a. 25:1 
b. 50:l 
c •. 625:1 
d, 125:1 
42. Assuming 100% efficiency, how much power is drawn by the load across 
the second secondary winding in the transformer shown below? 
a. 420 watts 
b. 580 watts 
c. 290 watts 
d. 520 watts 
43. What is the value of X in the diagram be low if the value of Z is 500? 
a. X = 250 
b. X = 403 
c. X = 433 
d. X = 489 
e. X = 866 
x 
R 
sin 60° . 866 
cos 60° . 500 
tan 60' = 1 . 7 32 
44. An 80-ohrn resistor and a 1. 66-microfarad capacitor are connected in series 
with a generator that provides a sine-curve voltage at a frequency of 1590 cps. 
What is the impedance (Z) of the circuit? 
a. Z = 100 9hms /<-45° 
b. Z= 12 ohms />-45° 
c. Z= 60 ohms /<-45° 
d. Z= 50 ohms />-45° 
45. Here is a proble,n in which we use polar notation for vector quantities such as 
as current, voltage, and impedance in a-c circuits. What is the impedance 
offered by a load that draws a current of 5 amp /10° when a voltage of 150v ~ 
is _applied'? 
a. Z = 30 ohms &: 
b. Z = 30 ohms &. 
c. Z = 30 ohms /50° 
d. Z = 30.ohms /-50° 
46. What is th.e power factor of this circuit? 
E = 200v 
a-c 
x = son 
L 
R = 600 
a. P.F. = 0. 6 
b. P.F. = 0. 75 
c. P.F. = 1. 33 
d. P.F. = 0. 43 
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47. Which of these statements is false? 
a. True power is the power dissipated as heat in the resistance of a circuit, 
b.· Apparent power is the total power available in the circuit. 
c. Reactive power is the power alternately absorbed and released by the 
reactors in a circuit. 
d. The ratio of apparent power to true power is called the power factor. 
48. How can the phase angle of a series RC circuit be increased? 
a. By increasing the resistance. 
b. By increasing the frequency of the source voltage. 
c. By reducing the capacitance. 
d. By any of the above methods. 
49. When a 450-volt d-c source is connected to a coil, the current throµgh 
the coil is ·15 amperes. When the same coil is connected to a 450-volt 
a-c source the current through the coil .is 9 amperes. What is the 
reactance (XL) of the CQil? 
-a. XL = 160 ohms 
-r,. ~ = 40 ohms 
c. X~ = 58. 7 ohms 
d. XL = 18 ohms 
50. In a series RL circuit, the total impedance (Z) is 138 ohms. If tbe ~wer 
factor is O. 8, what is the value of the resistance (R) in the circuit?-' 
a. ~ = 69 ohms 
b. R = 28 ohms 
c. R = 172 ohms 
d.· R. = 110 ohms 
51. The phase angle of a series RC circuit can be changed by varying any of 
several circuit values. However, varying one of those listed below has 
no effect on the phase angle. Which one is that? 
a. Capacitance 
b. Resistance 
c. Applied voltage 
d. Source frequency 
52. What is t~e current in this circuit, expressed in polar notation? 
Xe= 39K a. 9.2 ma /90° 
E=92v R=8K b. 9.2 ma fr a-c 
/..90° c. 6.6 ma 
XL= 45K 
d. 1 ma />45° 
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53. /.,. series. RCL circuit contains a 15-ohm resistance, a 30-ohm inductive 
reactance, and a 10-ohm capacilive reactance'. What is the total impedance 
of the circuit? 
a. 35 ohms fr 
b. 52. 2 ohms / <+45 ° 
c. 25 ohms />+45 • 
d. 20 ohms /<-45° 
54. Which of the following is the correct approach in solving a-c circuits with 
resistance, capacitance, and inductance in series? 
a. Use a current as a reference vector. 
b. Use voltage as a reference· vector. 
c. Use impedance of the circuit as a reference. vector. 
55. In a series resonant circuit, which of the following is true? 
a. Inductive reactance is zero. 
b. Capacitive reactance is zero·. 
c. Neither reactance is zero. 
d, Both reactances are zero. 
56. When a certain parallel RC circuit is connected to a 24-volt a-c source, 
the capacitive reactance is 1. 5 K. The resistance in parallel with the 
capacitor has a value of 2 K. What is the total current (It) through this 
circuit? 
a. I t 
69 milliamperes 
b. It 99 milliamperes 
c. It = 20 milliamperes 
d. It 16 milliamperes ·-
57. The power factor of a parallel RC circuit is 0. 8. The resistance in 
• parallel wUh the capacitor is 200 ohms. An a-c voltage of 70 volts is 
applied to the circuit. What is the value of the total current (It) through 
this circuit? 
a. I = t 450 milliamperes 
b. I = l 350 milliamperes 
C, I = t 280 milliamperes 
d. I = t 437 mtlliamperes 
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58. In a paralle 1 resistance-inductance circuit, the total current (It) is 1 
ampere and the current through the inductive branch (IL) is 0. 8 ampere. 
What is the power factor of the circuit? 
a. P. F. O. 75. 
b .. P.F."'0.8 
c. P. F. = O. 6 
d. P. F. = 1. 28 
59. Which of these statements is true? 
a. The lower the Q of a series RCL circuit, the greater the bandwidth. 
b. The higher tile Q of a series RCL circuit, the great~r the bandwidth. 
c. The Q of a series RCL circuit is not related to the bandwidth. 
60. In a parallel RC circuit, the vector representation of currents is this: 
~[;:J.R 
For this type of circuit, which of the following statements is true? 
a. Power factor ~decreases as frequency increases. 
b. Power factor increases as freq1,1ency increases. 
c. Power factor rema~ns constant throughout all ranges of frequency. 
61. What is the voltage. across both branches of this parallel circuit, expressed 
in polar notation ? 
a. 100 v /+45 ° 
b. 100 v /0° 
c. 100 v /+90° 
d. 100 v /-90° 
62. In both of the circuits shown bel9w, the values of R1, R0 , C, and Lare 
the same. The voltage supply to both circuits yi the same, and both 
circ1.1its are at their resonant frequency. In which circuit will the voltage 
' drop across R0 be greater? 






I C L 
L ____ _ 
c-
I_ -- - _..!. 
Circuit 1 Circuit 2 
a. Circuit 1 
b. Circuit 2 
c. The voltage drop across R0 is the same in both circuits. 
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63. The following characteristics were noted about a certain RCL circuit: 
Power factor is 1. Circuit impedance is at a maximum, and therefore 
total current is at a minimum. The inductive reactance in the circuit 
is equal to the capacitive reactance. What type of circuit is it? 
a. A series resonant circuit 
b. A parallel reson3:nt circuit 
c. A parallel RCL circuit with a short before the 
capacitive branch 
d. A series RCL circuit with an open switch 
64. A certain circuit consists of an inductive reactance of 50 ohms in parallel 
with a resistance of 100 ohms. The a-c voltage applied, to this circuit 
!s 400 volts. What is the current through the inductive branch? 
a. IL = 8 amp/§:_ 
b. IL = 9 amp/+90° 
c. IL 6 ampf!t. 
d. IL 6 amp/-90° 
e. IL 8 amp/-90° 
65. What is the total impedance of this circuit? 
R 
son 
a. Z 13 ohms 
b. Z 2. 8 ohms 
c. Z 3. 7 ohm$ 
d. Z 30 ohms 
XC 
66. 6 !l 
66. What is the power factor in a parallel RCL circuit in which E = 500 volts, 
R = 4000 ohms, XL = 2000 ohms, and Xe= 2000 ohms? 
a; P. F. = 0. 50 
b. P. F. = O. 75 
c.P.F.=1.00 
d.P.F.=0.71 
67. Normally, resonant circuits should have high selectivity-selectivity being the · 
ability of a resonant circuit to discriminate between signals at the resonant. 
frequency and signals at off-resonance frequencie11. Which of the following 
changes would raise the selectivity of a. parallel resonant c~rcuit? 
a. Use a coil with higher Q and a voltage source .with lower internal 
resistance. 
b, Use a coil with lower Q and a voltage source with higher internal 
resistance. 
c. Use a coil with higher Q and a voltage source with higher internal 
resistance. 
d. Use a coil with lower Q and a voltage source with lower internal 
resistance. 
68. The resonant frequency of a parallel resonant circuit is 5. 5 kc. At the resonant; 
frequency, the impedance of the circuit is 250, 000 ohms. II the bandwidth of the 
circuit is 200 cycles, what is the circuit impedance at 5. 4 kc? 
a. 246, 460 ohms 
b. 250, 000 ohms 
C, 249, 900 ohms 
d. 176, 750 ohms 
69. This is the basing diagram of a 6J5 triode. Which pins are used to supply 
the heater voltage? 
a. Pins 3 and 5 
b. Pins 2 and 7 
c. Pins 1 and 8 
d. Pins 5 and 8 
70. What type of tube is this? 
a. Pentagrid converter 
b. Diode-triode 
c. Beam-power tube 
d. Twin-diode triode 
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71. The static characte.ristic curve of a certain diode is such that when the 
plate voltage (Ep) varies between 55 volts and 87 volts, the plate current 
(I ) goes from 7 milliamperes to 11 milliamperes. What is the a-c 
p 
plate resistance (r ) of this tube over the specified region? 
p 
a. 8000 ohms 
b. 7857 ohms 
c. 7777 ohms 
d. 7909 ohms 
7~. Which of these statements is false? 
a. When a diode tube is operated at saturation level, there is no space 
charge of electrons near the cathode. 
b. The a-c plate resistance of a tube remains constant at all levels of 
current and voltage. 
c. U the peak inverse voltage rating of a tube is exceeded, ,electrons 
may flow from the p·late to the cathode. 
d. There is only one control grid in a pentode. 
73. What are the minority carriers in P-type germanium? 
a. The atoms of the acceptor impurity 
b. Holes 
c. Free electrons 
74. To make N-_type germanium, you must add a certain amount of impurities to 
the sample of pure germanium you are working wit!). Which of the following 
would be a necessary characteristic of the. impurities you add? 
a. Each impurity atom must have the same number of 
valence electrons as the germanium atom. 
b. Eacl! impurity atom must have .less valence electrons 
than the germanium .atom. 
c. Each impurity atom must have more valence electrons 
than the germanium atom .. 
75. Which of these statements is false? 
. a. The resistance of a semiconductor diode is low with forward 
bias and high with reverse bias. 
b. Semiconductor diodes are rectifiers. 
c. Bias o! the polarity that tends to break down the junction 
barrier is called reverse bias. 
d; In a semiconductor diode that is forward~biased, the 
, holes and electrons recombi'}e at the PN Junction. 
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d. None of the above. 
77. In the voltage doubler circuit shown below, the peak voltage across the 
secondary coil of T 1 is 310 volts. IC the voltage across c2 is 274 volts 
exactly Me-half cycle after reaching its peak, what is the voltage across 





a. 548 volts 
b. 584 volts 
c. 36 volts 
d. 274 volts 
'78, Does the-presence of the capacitor-input filter between the haU-wave 
rectifier an<! the load resistance in the circuit below have any e!fect 
on .the peak inverse voltage applied across the diode? 
Output 
a. No, because the discharge path for the capacitor is through the 
coil during the no'n-conducting half-cycle. 
b. Yes; the charge of the capacitor will ·increase the peak inverse 
voltage applied across the diode. 
c. Yes; the charge ~f the capacitor will decrease the peak inverse 
voltage applied across the diode. 
79. A power supply with good voltage regulation will do which of the following? 
a. Provide a voltage output that varies in inverse proportion 
to the current demand so that the product of voltage and 
current remains constant. 
b. Provide a voltage that increases in proportion to the current 
demand so that the ratio of voltage to current remains constant. 
c. Provide a nearly constant level of output voltage over a wide 
range of current values. 
80. Wlwn an a-c input signal is applied to a suitable biased grid of a certain 
triode, the grid voltage varies betwee11 -2 volts and -8 volts. During 
one cycle of the input signal, the voltafe across the loac! resistor in 
the plate circuit varies between +55 vo,lts and +175 volts with respect 







81. Which of these statements is false? 
a. When the load supplie~ by the plate c~rcuit is a pure 
1·esistance, the input and output voltages of a triode 
are 180° out of phase. J 
b. The output voltage of a triode amplifier is the a-c 
component of the voltage ai:ross the load resistor in 
the plate circuit. 
g 
c. µ = ...!!!, where µ is the amplification factor of a vacuum 
rp 
tube, g is the transconductance, and r is the a-c plate 
m p 
resistance. 
d. With grid-leak biasing, the bias level changes in proportion 
to the strength of the input signal. 
82. A 6J5 tube is u~ed in the amplifier circuit shown, in which the value of RL 
is such that when I = 0, E = 360 volts; when E = 0, I = 12 ma. . p p p p 
What would be the value of plate current O ) at an instant at which the grid . p 
voltage was -2 volts? 
a. 4 ma 
b. 8 ma 
c. 12 ma 
d. . 066 ma 
(Reproduced here are tire plate characteristic curves for the 6J5 as 
giyen in the RCA Receiving Tube Ma.nual. To solve the problem, you 
LLI, 





Courtesy Radio Corp. of America 
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83. To obtain the greatest pcssib!e gain in an amplifier that uses cathode 
biasing, a bypass .capacitor is placed in parallel with the cathode 
resistor Rk as show" in the diagram below. What is the effect of this 






a. The ('apacitor maintains the bias voltage at a nearly constant 
level despite changes in plate current. 
b. The capacitor varies the bias voltage in a fixed ratio to the 
changing values of plate current. 
c. The capacitor insures that grid bias will be supplied by pro-
viding an alternate path for currents that might overload Rk, 
84. In a tetrode,. an additional grid is placed between the, control grid and the· 
plate to counteract the effect of interelectrode capacitance between grid 
and plate. li the tetrode: is operating normally, what is the d-c potential 
on this added grid with respect t<J the cathode? 
a. Same as cathode potential· 
b. Positive with respect to cathode 
c. Negative with respect to cathode 
85. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. Tetrodes have higher a-c plate resistance and higher amplification 
factors than triodes. 
b. The plate characteristic curve of a pentode sllows that the tube 
acts as a negative resistance over certain portions of its range. 
c. · A multielectrode tube has a single stream of electrons, and all 
the electrodes act upon ~hat one stream. 
d. Pentodes can be connected to operate as triodes; if this is done, 
\they perform better than regular triodes. 
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86. Which of the descriptions below is appropr'iate for this transistor amplifier? 
In.put 
J_ 
a. Grounded-emitter amplifier using a PNP transistor 
b. Grounded-collector amplifier using an NPN transistor 
c. Grounded-emitter amplifier using an NPN transistor ' 
. d. Grounded-collector amplifier using a PNP transistor 
87. AU of the following state.me_nts are about the thyratron tube, but only one 
of them is true, Which is the true statement? 
a. ·The lower the ambient temperature, the more readily the 
tube will fire. 
b. The thyratron can operate at frequencies over 1000 kc. 
c. To stop the plate' current, the grid voltage must be brought 
below the de-ionization .potential of the tube. 
d. When the thyratron fires, the negative potential' on the grid 
becomes effectively ne11tralized by a coating of positive ions 
on t)le grid. 
88. Which of the following statements is false 1 -.-
a. After a Zener diode reaches· its breakdown potential, a small 
change in voltage will produce a large change in current. 
b. A glow-discharge tube is used in an electronic voltage regulator 
to prevent damage to the other tubes in the regulator. 
c. The Zener diode is reverse-biased in normal operation as a 
. . . 
voltage-regulating device. 
d. Electronic \COltage regulators can handle larger variations in 
load currei;it with good voltage regulation than regulators using 
only glow-discharge .tubes or Zener diodes. 
88. A pentode contains five electrodes, one of which serves to reduce the 
effect of secondary emission from the plate. What is this electrode called? 
a. Screen grid 
b. Control grid 
c. Suppressor grid 
d. Pentagrid 
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90. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. In all junction transistors, the junction between emitter and 
base is forward biased for normal operation. 
b. In any transistor triode, the direction of majority current-
carrier flow is always from emitter to collector. 
c. Majority current carriers in an N PN transistor are holes. 
d. When a transistor is connected as a grounded-emitter 
amplifier, a positive-going input signal produces a 
negative- going output signal. 
91. Which of the following types of transistor amplifier has the highest 




92. A D' Arsonval meter movement deflects full scale when a potential 
difference of 0. 005 volts is applied across the terminals. What is the 
coil resistance of the movement if the meter's sensitivity is 80 micro-
amperes? 
a. 15 ohms 
b. 4 ohms 
c. 33 ohms 
d. 62. 5 ohms 
93. Which of these statements is false'? 
a. To find the peak value of an a-c voltage when it is measured by 
a bridge-rectifier-type voltmeter, multiply the meter reading 
byl.414. 
b. A ,·.acuum-tube ,·oltmeter (VTVM) has no serious loading effect 
on the circuit under test because Qf the high input impedance 
of the VTVM. 
c. The loading effects of an ammeter are at their greatest when 
the ammeter is used to measure small currents in low-
resistance circuits. 
d. Current flows in a shunt ohmmeter only when resistance is 
connected across the termin,als of the meter. 
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· 94. Which of the following statements is _false? 
a. The sensitivity of a D' Arson val meter movement can be 
changed by adding· resistors in parallel with the coil leads. 
b. The sensitivity of a voltmeter is expressed in olm1s per volt. 
c. The thermocouple meter is useful for measuring high-frequency 
currents. 
d. A voltmeter reading- may be lower than it should be when the 
meter is used to measure low voltages in high-resistance ci1·cuits. 
95. The remote-cutoff pentode is also called a variablesmu tube, since it's 
gain can be controlled by the \'aluc of contrnl-!{rid bias. As the control-
!{l'id bias in a remote- ,·utofl' tubl' i;ocs frum a ,·cry small \'alue to l.1r~e1· 
values, what happl·11s lfJ llw amplification factor uf the tube'!. 
a. The amplification factor dec1·eascs gradually. 
b. The ampl ificat10n !actor doesn't chani;e until just before 
the cutoff value of bias voltage is reached; then it decreases 
sharply. 
c. The amplification facto1· increases graduall.y. 
96. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. The transistor is a current-controlled device. 
b. The common-collector transistor amplifier is useful 
as an impedance matching device. 
c. Transit time is shorter in an NPN transistor than in 
a PNP transistor. 
d. Since the emitter-base junction is forward biased in 
a common-base transistor amplifier, the input circuit 
of the device has a high impedance. 
97. The common-base characteristic curve of one type of PNP transistor shows 
that, with V (collector voltage) held constant, I (collector current) changes c c 
from 3 ma to 3. 9 ma when I (emitter current) changes-from 3 ma to 4 ma. . e 
What is the current amplification factor for the transistor in this type of 
circuit? 
a. Cl = o. 9 
b. a= 1. 1 
c. /3 0. 9 
d. /3 1. 1 
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98. In an electromagnetic CRT, which of the following would normally be 
varied to change the brightness of the spot (trace)? 
a. Focusing coil current 
b. Grid potential 
c. Second-anode potential 
d. Any one of the above 
99. To incre,ase the width of the sweep on an oscilloscope screen, which of 
the following controls would you adjust? 
a. Vertical gain 
b. Sync signal amplitude 
c. Intensity 
d. Horizontal gain 
100. The phase angle between two different a-c voltages of matching amplitude 
and frequency is determined on the oscilloscope by connecting one voltage 
to the vertical input and the other lo the horizontal input. The pattern 
that appears on the screen under these conditi.ons is called a Lissajous 







101. Which one of the following statements is false? 
a. In Class-A operation, the plate voltage reaches its maximum value 
during the positive swing of the grid voltage. 
b. A given amplifier tube would require a larger input signal for Class-C 
operation than it would for Class-B operation. 
c. The output voltage of the basic amplifier is the alternating component 
of the plate voltage. 
d. Plate current in a triode increases when the grid is driven in the posi-
tive. direction. 
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102. If the grid bias voltage locates the operating point of a basic amplifier at 
cutoli, how is the plate current cycle related to the input signal cycle? 
a. Plate current does not flow during any part of the input signal cycle. 
b. Plate current flows only during a small part of the positive half of 
the input signal cycle. 
c. Plate current flows throughout the entire input signal cycle. 
d. Plate current flows during one half of the input signal cycle. 
103. Which one of the following statements is false? 
a. If the input signal to a Class-A amplifier drives the tube into 
saturation, the negative peaks of the output voltage waveform will be 
clipped off. 
b. The operating point is located approximately at the cutoff voltage for 
Class- B operation. 
c .. In Class-C operation, the grid may draw current when the input 
signal reaches its peak negative value. 
d. The output voltage of an amplifier can be found by taking the product 
of the gain and the input voltage. 
104. The cutoff voltage in a certain single-ended amplifier is 10. 5 volts. What 
should the peak value of the input signal be for Class- B operation of this 
amplifier? 
a. 21 volt1, 
b. 10.5 volts 
c·. 5. 25 volts 
d. None of the above values 
105. A triode with an amplification factor of 16 and a plate resistance of 2600 ohms 
is used in a single-stage amplifier. The load resistance is 7800 ohms. What 
is the output voltage when the input voltage is 1. 5 volts? 
a. 24 volts 
b. 12 volts 
c. 18 volts 
d. 6 volts 
106. The gain of a triode amplifier is 34 when it is used as a single stage of 
amplification. If it is R-C coupled to another amplifier stage and operated 
in its mid-frequency range, will the gain of the first stage change? 
a. Yes: the gain of the first stage will be greater then 34. 
b. No; the gain of the first stage will still be 34. 
c. Yes; the gain of the first stage will be less than 34. 
d. The gain of the first stage may increase or decrease depending on the 
value of the second stage grid resistance. 
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107. The gain or a triode amplifier is 38. The values or rp and RL for the 




d. None or the above values 
108. Which or these changes would extend the high-frequency response or a twu· 
stage R-C coupled amplilier? 
a. Doubling the value or the coupling capacitor 
b. Decreasing the effective interelectrode capacitance 
c. Increasing .the load resistance or the first stage 
d. None of the above changes would extend the high-frequency respons<>. 
109. A single-ended power amplifier is transformer-coupled to drh•e a 10-ohm 
load, The output transformer has a turns ratio (NlN1) or 1/15. What is 
the. value of the a-c plate resistance of the amplifier tube if maximum tr:1ni;-
fer of signal power is acheived? 
a. 3875 ohins 
b. 2250 ohms 
c. 150 ohms 
d. None of the above va,Jues 
110. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. The signal voltages applied to the ·grids or the two tubes in a push-
pull stage .must be identical in amplitude but opposite in phase. 
b. In a Class-B push-pull amplifier, no current flows through one tube 
during the portion of. the signal cycle when the other tube is conductinv.. 
c. Transformer satuution is more likely to occur in the output transro, mer ..... . 
of a push-pull stage than in that or a comparable single·-ended stage. 
d. Each or the plate currents in the output transformer of a push-pull 
amplilier tends to produce a magnetic flux that is opposed to the flux 
set up by the other current. 
l i 1. Dy testing an amplifier with a 20-kc square wave signal, a technician decid•;s 
that there is a fall off in response at the frequency of the 5th harmonic of tlit, 
test square wa,•e. What is this frequency in cps? 
a. 100, 000 cps 
b. ~00, 000 cps 
c. 4000 cps 
d. 100 cps 
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112. An amplillcr with, negative feedback has a basic ga!'I of 60 and a net gain of 12. 




d. None of the values listed 
113. When negative ,eedback Is used in an amplifier, -
a. gain is increased and distortion is reduced. 
b. both gain and distortion are increased. 
c. gain is reduced and distortion is increased. 
d. both gain and distortion are decreased. 
114. "Nhich of the following statements is false? 
a. A cathode follower has 100% negative feedback and a gain that is less 
than one. 
·b. The output signa·l of a cathode follower is in phase with the input signal. 
'c. The high input impedance of the cathode follower Improves the frequency 
response of the amplifier that drives it. 
d. The frequency response of the cathode follower is poor because of its 
low output capacitance. 
115. The frequency response of the direct-coupled amplifier is excellent at low 
frequenciel:! because-
a. the operating potentials of each stage are at a higher level with respect 
to ground than those of the preceding stage. 
b. -no coupling capacitors are used between stages. 
c. the grid potential of any stage after the first is equal to the plate 
potential o.f the preceding stage. 
d. All of the above factors help improve the low frequency response. 
116, In a certain application, you need an amplifier that selects signals over a 
specified range of frequencies for amplification while rejecting those signals 
at other frequencies. What kind of ampllfler should you choose? 
a. Audio amplifier 
b. Tuned amplifier 
c. Video amplifier 
d. Direct-coupled amplifier 
117. In a single-tuned amplifier, the Q ol the res,onant circuit that acts as the load 
ls 25. If the resonant frequency is 50, 000 cps, what are the upper and lower 
frequency limits of the bandpass? 
a. 2000 cps and 52, 000 eps 
b. 2000 cps a~d 50, 000 cps 
c. 48, 000 cps and 52,000 cps 
d. 49, 000 cps and 51, 000 cps 
118. Which or the following statements is false? 
a. When a double-tuned amplifier is overcoupled, the gain at the resonant 
frequency is not as great as it is at other frequencies. 
b. The gain of a single~tuned amplifier will increase if the coefficient of 
couplt,~g is increased. 
, c. The bandwidth of a double-tuned amplifier will be increased if swamping 
resistors are placed across the tuned circuits. 
d. With Q1 = 40 and Q2 = 90 in a certain double-tuned amplifier, the 
transformer is overcoupled when k =- 0. 019. 
119. Which of the following statements is false? 
a. The resonant frequency of a crystal will change if the crystal 
temperature changes. 
b. Grid-leak bias is developed by the grid current that nows during 
, positive signal peaks. 
c. A Colpitts oscillator ha.s a capacitive vollage divider in the tank 
circuit. 
d. A bulfer amplifier is used to p1:ovide a low-resistai1ce load for an 
oscillator. 
120. ls it possible to increase tJ1e oscillhtion frequency of a log-line oscillator 
by changing the values of R and C in the feedback network? 
a. Yes: the frequency can be increased by changing the values of 
R and C so that the delay produced by the network is incre,asecl. 
b. Yes: the frequency can be increased by changing the values so 
that the delay produced by the network is decreased. 
C·, No: the oscillation frequency does not depend on the values of 
R and C in the feedback network. 
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AN~WER l(EY FOR ACHlEVEMENT SURVEY VOLUMES I 
THROUGH V PRAC'UCAL ELECTRONICS 
1. a. 46. a. 91. b. 
2. b. 47. d. 92. d. 
.3. b. 48 • c. 9.3. d. 
4. b~ 49. b. 94. a. 
5. b. 50. d. 95. a. 
6. a. 51. c. 96. d. 
7. c. 52. b. 97. a. 
8. a. 53. c. 98. b. 
9, a. 54. a. 99. d. 
10. d. 55, c. 100. a. 
11. b. 56, c. 101. d. 
12, a. 57. a. 102. a. 
13, b. 58. c. 103. c. 
14, b. 59. a. 104. b. 
15. c, 6Q. a. 105. c. 
16. b, 61. b. 106. c. 
17. c. 62. b. 107. c. 
18. a, 63. 1;>. 108. b. 
19. c. 64. e. 109. b. 
20. a. 65. d. 110. c. 
21. a. 66, c. 111. a. 
22. b. 67. c, 112. c. 
23, a. 68. d. 113. d. 
24. c. 69. b. 114. d. 
25. d, 70. c. 115. b. 
26. b. 71. a. 116. b. 
27. b. 72. b, 117. a. 
28. b. 73. c. 118. b. 
29. b, 74, c. 119. d. 
JO, b. 75, c. 120. b. 
Jl. d •. 76. b. 
32. a. 77. b. 
33. a. 78. b. 
34. Co 79. c. 
35. a. 80. b, 
36. d. 81. c. 
37. a. 82, l). 
J8. a. 83. a. 
39. a. 84. b, 
4o, b. 85. b. 
41. a. 86. a. 
42~ d. 87. a. 
43. c. 88. b, 
44. a. 89, c, 
45. Co 90. c. 
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ANSWER SHEE'l' 
1. 2/,i,. 47. 
2. 25. 48. 
J. 26. 49. 
'*· 27. so. 
s. 28, 51. 
6. 29. 52. 
7. 30. 5J. 
8. Jl. 54. 
9. ,32. s,. 
10. J,3' 56. 
11. ,34. 57. 
12. .35. 58 • 
13. J6. 59. 
ll.io. 37. 60. 
15. 38. 61, 
16. 39. 62. 
17. 40. 63. 
18. 41. . 64. 
19. 42. 65, 
20. 43. 66. 
21. 4:4. 67. 
22. Its. 68. 


























































PATA CQLLECTIO~ IN~TRUMENT FOR COST ANALYSIS 
94 
'l'ype o;f Bus 1 New 
BUS INFORMATION 
60 Paasenger 
Used ,..... ____ .,........ __ ...,..,..~--- ---.-----------------------
Engine: S:i,ze _,...._,...._,.,..._ Type of Fuel Expected Mileage -.--.....-----
95 
Tune-Ups (How often) Cost ______ .,....,.....,....______ --------------------
Tires: Type Cost 
--~.....,.. ....... ----------------- --------------------------
Li ;fe Expectancy 
...... --..... ---,..--------------------------------------
Br~es: Type Life Expectancy Cost ----------........ ---- --------- --..._---
Transmission: Clutch Other wearables 
,....,.. ________ ...._,.___ ------------------
Life E~pectancy Cost ----------........ -----
Electrical Equ:i,pment: (Life Expectancy of each and cost to replace) 
a. Generator 
b. Plugs 
c. Point is 
d. Starter 
e. Voltage Regulator. 
f. Alternator 
g. Battery 
M:i,leage Expendables: cost of each 
a. Gas b. Diel:l!el fuel c. Oil 
d. Filters __ ..,..... ___ _ e. Coola,nts . ---------------
Ai~ Compressor: New ------- Used ------ Cost 











PE:nMA.NEN~ STRVCTUJU!; QUEST!ONNAlRE 
Mate~ial used in conatJ:"Uction of lffl.lls: a, wood -------
l:>'! metal .....,.._.... ...... _..,. ....... ,,._ __ _ e. concrete block --------
cl. bricl( e. other 
,.._ ____ _... ______ _ -----......... .....-..,..,... ....... ---,...._ 
~terial used in construction o;f :floors: a. wood -------
b. metal c~ concrete d. tile 
_,__,__,.........., _ __,. --...-~---..... -------
Material used in c~nst;ructil!>n of ceilings: a. acoustical 
1;>. fiber c. :i.nsulat ion 
_..,....,......,.,.,,,_ ........ ,__.,.......~ --...---------------
1 n t er i or Finishing: a, wood b. metal --~ ....... ---------
c. s~eet roclc d. block, painted --------
Type of windows plain thermal ----..,.,.,.-------- ----------- ----------
Storm windows to be installed in winter ---....... --------------
fy p e of Beat: a, forced, a,;t:,:- _,_ ....... _,_...,...... __ .....,.,.. .... b, electric --------
c. fan coil converter ____ ......,..,.... _______ .......,... 
Air ConditioninQ; forced air ...-----~--------_,window unit-----------
c~ fan coil convertor 
...---...... ----------~-------
l n t er i or size of room: a, lab 
.._ ......................................... ..------ ------------
b. storage __ ,,._,....... ............... ......,.._ __ _.,... __ 




Name of Scnoc;.,l: 
Lc>cation: 
A.PPF;NPIX D 
LOCATION OF UNITS 
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LOCA,TlON OF UN;J:TS 
* Penve:r (p) 
* Springfield (m) 
* Walsh. (m) 
NEW ~:x;rco 
* Gra.nts (p) * Moriarty (m) 
* ,ll;stancia (m) 
I 
A;F'PJ!JNl>lX E 
OffARACTERJSTJCS OF MOBILE: UNITS 
99 
$ome Qf the mid,n oha:racterist;i.cs of the mob:i.le ele9tronic 
classroom units ar(;l: 
l. l'ne mobil.E:i unit wil,l accommodate 16 students per class 
pe;ripd, 
100 
2~ Tpe moPile unit is a 60 pass~nger bus converted to classroom 
and laboratory {acilities, 
J. Tne mobile unit is ca~able of se:l;'Ving more than one site 
per day, For the purposes 9f this study each unit served 
two loc11tion1;1 per day. 
~. The disti';Ulce tpe busses traveled each day was~~ miles per 
day for toe unit servin9 Springfield and Walsh, Colorado, 
and ,32 mile!S per day ;for the unit serving Estancia and 
MQria:rty, New Me:,c;ic;:q. l;loi;h uni.ts traveled on paved surfaces 
and carried no passengers. 
5• 'l'he instructor for each unit did the driving and also the 
custodial and small maintenance work. 
6~ Tl'!,e unit49 provide vocati!!lnal clasi;room instruction to 
students that wquld not otherwise be able to attend such 
cla.s!les. Ml,uly of the students have to ride a school bus 
~Oto .3, m:l..lelil, one way 1 in order to attend school. 
7. The mobile qlassrooin.units receive their electrical, power 
by utili~inQ an umbiiieal cord from the local school 
faoUi ty, 
.A.PPENDJX F 
LET'l;'Ji;RS FROM STAT:E DEPARTMEN+S OF 
NEW MEXlCO ANP COLOnAJ;>O 
lOl 
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL ED\JCATION AREA 
STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
DEPAR'IM:ENT OP EDUCATION - EDUCA110N BUILDING 
SANTA PE - 87501 
JAMES 8. WERT. STATE DIRECTOR 
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 6 ADULT EDUCATION .. 
Mr. Richard Zimpel 
1000 North. Perkins Road 
Stillw~ter, OK. 74074 
Dear Mr. Zimpel: 
June 27, .1972 
This is in answer to your request for the average cost per 
mile of operating a ·school bus in the State of New Mexico. 
Mr. Bill Lemon, State Director of School Bus Transportation, 
and I, visited on this matter and it is our feeling ·that the 
average cost per mile is approximately 55 cents. This would 
include such items as cost of operation, maintenan~e, de~ 
preciation, etc. The average cost varies greatly because of 
the variables connected with lotal driving conditions and the 
type of roadbed. For exa~ple, a school bus dperating on a 
short-'run high-density urban route, wduld cost more per mile 
to operate than a bus operating on an open highway with 
greater mileage, good pavement and relatively few stops. 
The roadbed is a significant factor. In New Mexico, we con-
sider four categories - pavement, graded gravel, graded dirt 
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and unimproved - with a 10 per cent differential being applied 
to the cost factor in each category. To be specific, there 
would be a 40 per cent variable in the operating and maintenance 
cost of a bus operating on pavement as opposed to an unimproved 
road. 
In answer to your question concerning the cost of i 60-passenger 
vehicle, our records show that a bus of this site, to meet New 
Mexico safety standards; cost $5,750 in 1963. The. same bus to-
day (1972) would cost a New Mexico bus contractor, $7,951. 
I hope this information will be of benefit to your study. 
Wade Fredrickson 
Assistant State Director 
WF:r 
~ • JOHN A, LOVE, GOVERNOR 
STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION 
1.07 STATE •ERVICIES •UILDING • 1 •2B SHERMAN STPl:Ett • DENVEII, COLORADO 80203 
JAMES W, WILSON 
ASSOCIATE DIIIECTOft 1'011 
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION 
June 30, 1972 
Mr. Richard A. Zimpel 
1000 North Perkins Road 
Apartment #204 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Zimpel: 
MARVIN G. LINSON, DIRECTOR 
F, DEAN LILLIE 
ASSOCIATE DUIECTOR l"OR 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
The cost to transport students in the Springfield-Walsh, Colorado school 
districts is .02¢ per mile, per student. 
Thank you for contacting this office. If I can be of any further help, 
please feel free to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
~Z!~:-L .. ,~, 
Division of Trade and Industrial Education 
WTN:ts 
lOJ 
LAMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
COLLEl:IE COUNCIL: 
WILLIAM QUINN, PRES. 
EVERETT BUCHANAN, V. PRES 
OAVIO DOLSEN, SEC. 
BETTY CROCKETT 
BILL MOORE 
LAMAR, COLORADO 81052 
June 29, 1972 
Mr. Richard A. Zimpol 
1000 North Perkins Road 
Apartment H204 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Zimpol: 
ADMINISTRATION: 
OR. CON L. KEITH, PRES. 
RONNIE BRILLHART, DEAN 
RALPH HUNTER, VOCATIONAL DEAN 
LEONARD COOLEY, DEAN 
FISCAL AFFAIRS 
I am enclosing copies of the proposal as submitted by the State 
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education to Four 
Corners, for the mobile unit, also-our breakdown on cost for 
seven months relative to the mobile Electronics Lab. Also a 
Fact Sheet which was submitted to local high school districts 
as to what we anticipate for operation next year, as it 
applies to contract costs. 











HTM::; Heat lranijfer Multiplier 
Q walls = (HTM)(area) 
Q wall~ 7 ;4 ;:r~ x 40) + (1 ~a;)+ (2 ~ 13:[l 
Q wall~ = J4 (l)J) 
Q w~lls = 4,2a in BTij/H~, 
Doqr: H'l'M ;;:: J,15 
Qd = (H',l'M) («=,1,:rea) 
Qd = 31!) ~t~~· ·~~~~ 
Qcl::: 31;;(22~2> 
Qd ~ 699.99 in BTU/~r, 
Ceiling; HTM::: 4 
Q ::; (HTM) (are6!.) 
c 
Q9? 4 /:.f4o ~ 27) + <1a x 1,J:1 
Q = 4(1.314). 
c 
QC= s2,6 in ~fV/Hr, 
Flpo;r; HTM = 5, 
Qf ;;:: (li',l'M) (a,:rea) 
Qt:::,, L.,T2 x 4o) + <2 x 27> ~ <~ ~ 1,:[1 
Qt ::; (5,5)(160) 
Qf ::; 88()0 J3TU/Hr ~ . 
Q~;;:: Qw + Q~ + Qf + QC 
Qt;;:: 19~77,99 B;l'U/lir~ 
l KWHR ;;:: )41.2 B':t'U/Hr. 
0 
ti = 71 F 
t. "' ,oF 
0 
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<19277,99) <~,48) ~ ~4 ~ <275.40)(1,a7> x 24;; 8394.19 
.. I ·~7b)'' ;; r,t12) 
KW ;; 8394,19 
CQst =Gt= (~)(eo~t/KWMR' 
ca,94,19><~ol,,) = $ i,0,10 
JCW :i::: Watti:; :ia: ·Uml:l le: 1,3 x ~Yi 
, , .. ; P 4 µi',4 . I 4 4 A ;, .. ,IP . 4$ . ; h. \·« 
000 
KW ;,: 2~0,,:x1 1 .. 2,_ :iE,.~ .. ~ .• ~"' "" un~.ao 
;LOO() 
~~t per KW toP GTant~, N,w ~ex~c~ it$ ,01,,. 
Cost tor l:J.gllting eq,"als l(W time~ eost/KW~ 
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7 KW x 5 x 90 x .ol,5;:: $48.83 · Cost of laboratory operation. 
Total Cost of Utilities 
$ 48,8.3 Cost of equipment ~peration 
a4.9~ Usl'lting 
1.30"10 Heatin~ 
$ 20,:3.9s Total cost ot µtilitj,es 
Denv1;1r f{eat 






~ ''* L ...... <,, ~ 1~> ~ 
( -''* ) ( .31*-8 ) 
U8J~ BTU/Hr, 
Ceiling; HTM = 4 







Q wind .. 
( ll~M )( a:J>ea ) 
4 (.35 :x: JO) 
4200 :STU/~r. 
::. (H'f.M) (~rea) 
125 ( .3 x .3 :l!: 8) 
= (:i.~5)(72) 
9QQO :STU/li;r• 
(J x 3 :Xe 8)J 
l08 
l"loo:r: ll'l'M = 55 
Qf >= (HTM) (area) 
Qf "' 55 ( ,, x l ) 
Qt = (55)(.35) 
Qf = 192,? BTU/~~, 
One cubic foo~ of 9a~ ~hAlS 1000 BTU 
Qt= Q walls+ ~e + Q wind.• Qf 
Qt= 26957 BTV per qour, 
To convert ~TU/HR to c~bic feet Qf gas the formula i~; 
3 
Ft of Qt;\S = QI(; ---t. "!' t 
;\. 0 
;x: degreei days 
ioop x .t · 
x 24 
ftJ of gas = .~~
5
9.57 * E\283 =l{'. ~4 
1000 x .7 
ft) of gas= c,11.14)(8,97)(24) = 68~74,15 ~ubic feet of gas 
Cost= cubi~ feet of gas use~ times the eost per cubic foot 
Cost= 68274.15 ;Fit.3 x $ ,00; = $ 204,a2 
Qenver Lighting and ~uipment 
Watts/hr divided by lQOO = KW ~er hour. 
4'8 fixturelil ~t 40 watt~ p~r ti:,i:ture,.. 1920 watts. 
'l;'qtal watts divided bf lOQO eq;1,.1,allil tbe ~Uowattis used, 
KW~ Watts x time x 1~2 .~.daxs 
' . 1000 
l09 
.KW,;:: 1920 x 1.2 ~ ~ x 17, ~ 322,.6 
I . '1odd" M/ . I . 
C9st p~r I\W tqr Denve~, ColQr~do, is$ .018, 
8 KW :x .5 x 90 :x: $ ,018 ,;:: $61:1:,80 CQst ot la1;>Q:ratc:u•y ~peration. 
$ 6\.80 Co1:1t c:,:f ~ciuipment ope;ra'l;ioi, 
,58~06 Ligh.ting 
204.,82 Heatin~ 
$ ,327.,68 Total ¢Qffl$ t>f UtiUt;i.e~ 
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